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LONDON DIARY
By Brother Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D.
(Here are personal sketches and excerpts from a diary 
compiled by La Salle University’s president last summer 
when he spent part of his sabbatical in London.)
G etting a day in London off to a good start includes 
the great swatches of good writing in the morning 
papers, day after day. They aren’t cheap—about 55 
cents in American money with the International H er­
ald Tribune over a dollar just now; but they are writ­
ten in a lively way. To refer to the agenda of a fringe 
political party as “loopy,” for example, is a cut above 
word-processing reporting. And such examples 
abound.
Televison can be barren locally for many days at 
a stretch, suddenly making up for it by, for example, 
Sheridan’s The Rivals, in one long evening's gulp, 
done with a fine sense of style and tone. Never, by 
the way, let anyone tell you that baseball or auto 
racing is the most boring sport on television. For all 
but the most knowledgeable, cricket takes the 
anesthetic palm internationally, hands down. Even 
the highlights seem rather calm.
*  *  *  *  *
Museums, always gratifyingly crowded, are of 
course another glory of the city. Virtually always
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open and officially free (donation expected), they 
daunt the coverage-driven visitor. Yet one develops 
favorite spots, like gallery 35 at the National, which 
is entirely Turners and Constables. Even for the 
amateur (and, believe me . . .), it is remarkable to see 
how two colleagues, born a year apart, could develop 
so differently within a context of genius.
At the Victoria and Albert, lovingly termed the na­
tion’s attic, a vast gallery of Rafael’s cartoons for 
tapestry-makers is an incredible treasure. This time, 
I noticed one sentence in the posted guide which 
cleared up a puzzle for me; i.e., that Raphael painted 
these mammoth Christological and Pauline scenes, on 
paper, in reverse image, so that the tapestry would 
come out right. Thus, our left-to-right way of looking 
at works (probably because we read that way) blurs 
the dramatic impact of the scenes because the focal 
figure is at the left. (The inclusion of one actual 
tapestry underscores this perception.) The same is 
true, of course, of paintings done for an engraver, as 
is shown by some items in La Salle’s collection in 
Philadelphia. Such points are commonplace for the 
professional art historian, but they are illuminating 
when arrived at inductively.
The V. and A. has recently re-opened several, well, 
loopy galleries of plaster casts which amaze by their 
vastness and by the fact that the plaster stands up. 
Two casts of Trajan’s column, for heaven’s sake! And 
whole facades of churches and noble houses. The
standing of the V. and A. as a pedagogical resource 
is, to be sure, unmatched.
*  *  *  *  *
About the Open Air Theatre’s Shakespeare in Re­
gent’s Park, much gentle humor is occasioned by its 
June opening, when evenings there can be nippy. The 
W inter’s Tale comes off well enough in a minor gale, 
while some of the players in A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream are rather gauzy in getup and must surely be 
freezing. The productions are in repertory, yet no one 
flubbed a line. MSND is played a shade broadly for 
my taste, with the crowd-pleasing rustics over­
shadowing the nobles and sprites, chiefly through 
stage business rather than the lines themselves. Can’t 
argue with success, however, especially in the field- 
trip season. (Schools are still open all through June 
and into July. Check any museum any day.)
* * * * *
I do want to reflect [some more] on the parks. In 
addition to the contiguous four (St. James, Green, 
Hyde, and Kensington), my own treks have included 
(this time or previously) Regents, Richmond, Kew, 
and Hempstead Heath. Regents has an immense rose 
garden, Queen Mary’s, which rewards attention for 
many months but—like the azaleas in Philadel­
phia—never all at once. A feature of Richmond is
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several hundred deer at large, inside the city. One is 
advised by signs not to let his/her dog challenge the 
deer, especially when deer are protecting their 
young. Kew Gardens is more botanically oriented, 
having been the repository of trees, orchids and much 
else sent into London from the erstwhile colonies. It 
appears to have suffered the most from last fall’s 
hurricane—a very, very rare phenomenon here—in 
that so many of its specimens are irreplaceable. 
Other parks still have neatly-clustered logs awaiting 
removal, but they hardly miss the downed trees. 
Hempstead Heath, of course, is off the beaten path, 
but as its name implies, is rolling high ground and 
thus the kite-flying favorite.
* * * * *
Kew Gardens was hit hard by that rare hurricane 
last fall, but only a professional would now know it. 
Evidently, the curators have decided to keep some 
very old evergreens going without their topmost 
branches, presumably because of their rarity. In 
progress are restorations of one or two damaged glass 
conservatories. But the beauty of the total 500 acres 
is still incomparable. The new Princess of Wales 
pavilion, of great splendor, not open when I last vis­
ited, houses plants of various climates in sealed 
areas, including seven-foot lily pads. The variety of 
flowers, shrubs, and trees is that of the once-global
empire; and the groupings and layouts reflect that 
tradition of unsung genius that I noted earlier on. 
Given the larger indoor component, Kew can be vis­
ited with pleasure at any time of year.
No account of a stay here would be complete 
without a nod to the park bands. As the weather has 
lapsed into normal this week after a warm, dry June, 
the appearance of the various military and gov­
ernmental bands all through the parks is a good sym­
bol of British pluck. A fine couple of hours one Sun­
day lured me into Hyde Park, and there was the RAF 
headquarters band, a settled and certainly non­
threatening group, tootling away very competently to 
an audience of about 12, give or take passers-by who 
lingered awhile. Usually, a clipboard hanging on the 
low fence announces the program; but this band was 
one of those equipped with a friendly Sergeant Major 
at the bullhorn mike. These winning persons are de­
signed to remind us how many different British ac­
cents there are, and to reassure us that love affairs 
with the p.a. system are not the monopoly of any one 
country. Other features of these sessions—often with 
large crowds in fine weather—include deck-chair 
comedy by geriatric engineers (unintentional and 
often applauded), and a salute to the crowd from the 
conductor, who in doing so looks like Alec Guinness 
going down with his ship in Kind Hearts and Cor­
onets.
* * * * *
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Syon Park, way up on the Thames but still inside 
London, is a must. One needs time to wend his way 
there on a three-digit bus, but it is a treasure. Fairly 
plain on the outside, the house itself is Tudor and 
Jacobean; upon approaching it you wonder why the 
bother. But inside, it is mostly the handiwork of Rob­
ert Adam, the great interior designer of the 18th cen­
tury. He was a magician in making awkward spaces 
seem comfortable, as in the library which measures 
14 feet by 160 feet. It’s worth seeing how he handled 
that one. If memory serves, Adam is represented in 
Philadelphia by “Solitude,” the little home of Penn’s 
son, now within the zoo grounds.
The gardens at Syon, with a large conservatory, 
reward the search for them. There is a vast formal 
rose garden in one direction, and a romantic garden 
around a curving lake in the opposite quadrant of the 
extensive grounds. Though it is somehow a public 
park, the organization does manage nominal charges; 
and a curious but interesting clutch of other “attrac­
tions” has grown up, such as an antique car museum 
and a garden store. By the way, that far west of cen­
tral London, you get that runways-at-Heathrow feel­
ing, landing gear down and all. It’s a flying catalogue 
of all the major makes and models.
* * * * *
For the history buff, the current Armada exhibit at 
the National Museum (in Greenwich below the 
famous observatory) is a must. It is crowded and a
bit cramped, with low levels of light because of the 
age and fragility of many of the items. But it is beauti­
fully mounted. A shade triumphal (they did win) but 
not cloyingly so; and the Spanish are not portrayed 
as some sort of ghouls by any means.
Much of Greenwich disappoints visually right now. 
The symmetry of the Royal Naval College is marred 
by one scaffolded dome and much other reconstruc­
tion. And the sketching isn’t rewarding because the 
hill-top observatory is surrounded by trees from any 
angle. However, another quarter of a mile (thankfully 
on the plateau) brings one to my favorite of all the 
local gardens. Perhaps it is the surprise, for one hears 
little about them, that makes them such a treat. They 
also represent a happy blend of the two major styles, 
geometric and capricious, and they are vast. As 
Greenwich is, in effect, a London neighborhood of no 
pretensions, the people using the gardens are nearly 
all locals. (Greenwich is to central London roughly as 
Tacony is to Central Philadelphia or Dundalk to Balti­
more, but fully in the city limits). The old riverboat 
trips made it seem remote, while the new light rail 
line gets there in 20 minutes.
* * * * *
The Highgate community of the Brothers has been 
entertaining people passing through. One was a 
Brother from Liverpool en route to Kenya, where he 
and half a dozen students will build a church as a 
summer project (not unlike La Salle’s Appalachian
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projects but a tad more adventuresome). Another is 
a Brother whose northern school has just ended its 
year (calendars vary), and who has returned here to 
his former community for a class reunion. As he is 
watching the weather in anticipation of returning 
north for cricket matches, he has been the first user 
I’ve seen of TELE-TEXT, a vast array of information 
on BBC and ITV for those who know how to get at 
it.
* * * * *
Daytimes have admitted of some trekking around 
Hampstead Heath and Waterlow Park, the latter a 
friendly, slightly down-at-heel neighborhood area 
with many surprises including a famous mynah bird 
whose one phrase—validated by several—cannot be 
printed in a family newspaper, as they used to say. 
The heath, by contrast, is vast, and it is augmented 
by an adjacent former estate, Kenwood. This estate 
is landscaped around Kenwood House, and it is all 
a bequest to the public from Lord Iveagh, which I 
presume is pronounced “ivy.” It is set brilliantly on 
a rolling hill, though its interior is more famous even 
than its facade. Robert Adam designed a number of 
ceilings, stairs, domes, items of furniture, and the 
whole library, which is considered a sort of absolute 
model of such art. The man was very classical (Palla- 
dian?) and thus a little heavy on symmetry, but a 
wizard with space and its effective, pleasing use. As 
neither Kenwood nor Syon, Adam’s two biggies in my
limited purview, is in the central London guides, I 
will cheerfully indicate which red buses go fairly 
close by, to anyone setting out.
From Kenwood and from various points on the 
heath, a broad spectrum of London skyline is on view, 
even with helpful, if dated, diagrams for the viewer. 
(Federal Hill, I must say, does it better.) This skyline 
is the subject of endless controversy, well justified by 
the local tendency to build ugly when they build tall. 
Since much of the life of the city is determined 
borough-by-borough, and since the governing struc­
ture has lately changed considerably, it is hard to 
know who is responsible for a number of true horrors, 
which, of course, hide some of the historic sites.
* * * * *
Out for a trek on a beautiful sunny afternoon (with 
“the odd shower” just to make every leaf and petal 
glisten), and reconnoitering for some more sketches, 
I came upon the local Anglican parish church, St. 
Michael’s. The rector happened to be on hand, direct­
ing the construction of a small annex to the parish 
cemetery, for people’s ashes. One word led to another 
and to a look at the main window, by an Irish artist 
named Evie Hone, and to the belated realization that 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge is buried in the church. A 
copy of the rubbing from the gravestone can be had, 
with its touching verse presumably not by STC. The 
poet-critic lived in Highgate with a doctor who was
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helping him after his addiction, died here, and was 
translated from churchyard to middle aisle in 1961.
* * * * *
With the cook on holiday, I’m sampling hot pub 
lunches and area restaurants. Only a little Austrian 
bistro with French cuisine is really outstanding, but 
a number of others are good enough. And the pub 
lunch remains the bargain of Europe if you want to 
make it your main meal of the day. Typical menus 
would be beef stew on rice with peas and carrots on 
the side and perhaps a salad, or lasagne or fried 
plaice, always with a vegetable. This comes to about 
$4.50 American, on top of which a mug of ale or some 
other liquid, and (it being cafeteria or over the 
counter) no tip. The ambience is usually quite friend­
ly, and it includes all sorts of people, some of them 
attacking their shepherd’s pie with the elegance of 
aristocracy. That’s why they still have their money, 
as they say.
*  *  *  *  *
Back to Regent’s Park, near Baker Street and 
Madame Tussaud’s, for a ramble on a fine sunny 
afternoon, at least at the outset. The great distinction 
of this one is Queen Mary’s rose garden, which by 
its nature is never fully in bloom at every point, and
which may have been just slightly beaten down by 
last night’s unusually heavy rains. However, one 
morning of sun and calm breezes and it was still 
sublime. Acres of variety in roses, surrounded by 
beds of many other flowers, most of them clearly 
identified, and at the center of a huge circular layout, 
one of those bright multi-colored plans sheltered by 
hedges, shrubs, and flowering trees, open to view 
only to the leeward of the prevailing winds and trap­
ping the sun. It’s enough to send a person into oils 
rather than black and white.
* * * * *
On a beautiful sunny Tuesday, I took the southeast 
commuter line to Canterbury for a repeat visit after 
thirty years. The stained glass on a day like this was 
almost ablaze, most of it after 700 years. There were 
many features I had forgotten, including the fact that 
the cathedral is something of an accumulation from 
several periods, though of course unified over-all; but 
this fact causes curved walls in the choir, and much 
other surprising variety. Reflecting its Roman begin­
nings and then its Norman crypt, for example, there 
are non-Gothic arches high in the choir, blended in 
with rather flat Gothic ones, and of course with the 
soaring vault of the ceiling.
A walk beyond the (remaining) city walls to the
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ruins of St. Augustine’s abbey is quite touching. You 
can put it all together from the remains, as the monks 
worked away from 598 onward. Their abbey church, 
one guesses, was almost as vast as the cathedral down 
the road. By contrast, the original parish church, a 
little farther on, goes back to the Roman times, at least 
in part. I hope the Canterburians of today are some­
how subtly blessed by their surroundings; it would be 
a shame to grow up amid 1,800 years of visible history 
and not end up at least thoughtful.
* * * * *
Friday was one of those days which the locals are 
pleased to call “showery,” meaning anything can hap­
pen. Nevertheless, umbrella in hand, I tubed out to 
Richmond, the farthest park inside London, with 
three goals: the new developments along the Thames 
in the borough of Richmond, a visit to Ham House, 
a 17th century ducal residence that I hadn’t seen, and 
a trek in the part of the park where several hundred 
deer run free. Prior to the opening of the heavens, 
I accomplished the first two. Like so many cities 
around the world, this one is gradually rediscovering 
the merits of its river (or its equivalent). Several 
blocks of disused structures along the bank have been 
replaced by groups of low-rise buildings, meant for 
offices, shops, and “flats,” in very good taste. Imitat­
ing the 18th century can lead to kitsch, but not in this 
case. Broad terraces join the buildings to the river 
and extend an already-existing promenade. An amaz­
ing feature is that the craftsmanship could be found, 
for in much construction the complaint is that fix­
tures, jointures and the like are put in with all the 
care of a railroad hotel in Minsk.
Ham House was worth the longish trek. One of its
features is that the “below stairs” components have 
been restored and equipped, and are on view. Thus, 
if a person could tolerate the whims of dim aristo­
crats, the working conditions weren’t all that bad 
physically, especially for the “upper” servants who 
tyrannized over the lesser beings. The grounds are in 
perfect restoration as well.
A footnote for those who can stand it: to arrive at 
Ham House, a pedestrian passes the Ham Polo 
Grounds, where Charles performs. Throb. They are 
manicured.
No visit to the deer this time, however. Not only 
the torrents, but the miles had somewhat to do with 
it!
At 9:15 at this time of year, the walk across the 
Hungerford Bridge (eight tracks and a sidewalk) is a 
great farewell to London. After several “showery” 
days, the evening was clear and gusty. Upon leaving 
the theatre, one walks along the river on the 
esplanades of several other concert halls, getting the 
view of the opposite bank all the way from St. Paul’s 
to Big Ben (east to west), a couple of miles, with all 
the biggies nicely floodlit against the last traces of 
blue sky.
Brother Patrick Ellis, who has been  president of La 
Salle University since 1977, earned  an A.B. degree  in 
English from The Catholic University o f America and 
a m aster’s degree and doctorate in English from The 
University o f Pennsylvania.
* * * * *
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THE JUDGE
Jim Melinson started out as an Industrial Management 
major and actually tried his first court case before he 
got into Law School. Today he’s the newest member 
of Pennsylvania’s Superior Court
By Robert S. Lyons, Jr., '61
O n e  thing you can say about Judge James R. Melinson, 
'61, the newest member of the Superior Court of Penn­
sylvania: he didn’t exactly take the most traditional career 
route to the judiciary. When Jim graduated from La Salle 
High School, he wasn’t planning on college—even though 
he had been an honor student. Then when he finally got
there, it was as an industrial management major. He taught 
English at Olney High School for a while and actually tried 
his first court case before he even got to law school. But 
here he sits as one of the 15 commissioned judges on the 
commonwealth’s appellate court and, to hear him tell it, Jim 
Melinson is in heaven!
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“It was one of those cases where I wasn’t sure when I 
came on board whether I would even like the appellate 
experience,” says Melinson, who was appointed to the 
bench by Governor Robert P. Casey last February. “I fought 
long and hard to get the judgeship, but you always have that 
doubt in the back of your mind that maybe when you get 
what you’ve been seeking, you won’t enjoy it. Well, let me 
tell you. I am in heaven. It’s wonderful.”
Melinson practiced law for 20 years in Philadelphia, 
much of it with the firm of Meehan and Stoelker headed 
by long time Republican leader William A. Meehan. He was 
the chief labor negotiator for the School District of Philadel­
phia from 1976 until 1985 where he solidified his reputation 
by hammering out three tough teachers’ contracts as well 
as agreements for blue collar workers under extremely 
difficult conditions. Today he is one of the few lawyers in 
the city with labor-management experience who has rep­
resented, at separate times, of course, both employees and 
employers. He also served as general counsel for Local 159 
of the International Association of Machinists and Aero­
space Workers and was labor relations consultant to the 
Defense Department where he served as advisor during 
negotiations with 20,000 U.S. teachers teaching American 
dependents all over the world.
Talking to his friends, colleagues, and even legal adver­
saries, you come away with the impression that, unlike 
some distinguished members of the judiciary, Jim Melinson 
is one heck of a nice guy, a likeable guy, someone who’s 
fun to be with. One colleague once described his tempera­
ment as being “both judicial and judicious,” adding that, 
“he’s the kind of person you want on your side in a fight.”
U.S. Circuit Court Judge Edward J. Becker touched on this 
in his remarks at Melinson’s swearing-in ceremony as Su­
perior Court Judge last March 4. “Your new colleague is 
a man who possesses a keen intellect, a capacity for hard 
work, a high degree of decency and integrity, and a winning 
personality,” said Becker. “He is a practical guy, and it’s 
important that a judge be practical, and I think that that 
practicality is a function of his experience in politics. I have 
found that people with experience in politics make good 
judges, make the best judges, because they have knowledge 
of human nature, knowledge of human frailty, and a knowl­
edge of government and how it really works.”
Peter J. Liacouras, the president of Temple University, 
recalls Melinson as a “super achiever” when Jim was one 
of his students in Law School at Temple back in the 1960s. 
Speaking at his swearing in ceremonies, Liacouras praised 
Melinson for his perseverance and intelligence as well as 
for his skills as a negotiator and lawyer. “But he is also a 
man of warmth, openness, humanness, and a sense of 
humor, qualities equally important for the bench,” 
Liacouras added. Then, describing how evening division 
students are “legendary” for their motivation and career- 
oriented approach to the study of law, Temple’s president 
noted, “But even among all those super-achievers, Jim 
Melinson stood out.”
Actually, had it not been for the influence of the late 
Joseph Moran, a Spanish teacher at both La Salle High 
School and University, Melinson may never have had the 
opportunity to achieve. “As a matter of fact, when I left high 
school, I was not going to college,” Jim recalled recently 
while nibbling at a sandwich during a lunch break in his 
chambers in the Federal Building, in downtown Philadel­
phia. “Nobody in my neighborhood was talking about going 
to college; it wasn’t necessarily the thing to do.” Melinson 
had been working for the old Penn Fruit Company since 
1955 and was making pretty good money. But Moran was 
persistent. He knew a brilliant student when he saw one 
and there was never any doubt that Melinson was some­
thing special in the classroom. “Joe Moran was unforget­
table,” says Melinson. “He was one of the best teachers I 
ever heard of. He was a master. And he knew how we 
thought.” In August, Moran finally convinced young Jim 
that it would be a terrible waste not to attend college. He 
also arranged for a work grant scholarship in La Salle’s 
bookstore. Melinson kept his job at the Penn Fruit, joined 
advanced ROTC, earned his commission as an artillery 
second lieutenant, and graduated with honors—but not 
before another popular La Salle professor profoundly in­
fluenced his career.
“I was an industrial management major my first year at 
La Salle,” says Melinson, “but I really enjoyed my English 
composition course with Charles Kelly.” Then, as a sopho­
more, it was Dan Rodden’s English course where the entire 
semester was spent defining each word in the sentence, Art 
is intellectual recreation ach ieved  through the contem pla­
tion o f order. “That was my favorite course,” Jim recalls. 
“I enjoyed it so much I just wanted to take more. Dan 
Rodden inspired me to the point where I went down (to the 
Dean’s OfficeJ and became an English major. I took as many 
English courses as I could.”
A f t e r  graduation, Melinson taught English at Olney High 
School and then went on active duty with the Army. He 
completed an officer orientation course at Fort Sill and 
found himself being held over at the Oklahoma base await­
ing formation of his next training unit. One day, a Captain 
told Melinson that he had been chosen to serve as defense 
counsel for a sergeant who was being court martialed for 
going AWOL, a charge that really could have been handled 
with much less formality. In those days, any officer could 
serve as defense counsel. They didn’t have to be lawyers. 
Jim Melinson’s legal career was about to begin!
Students spent the entire semester 
defining: “Art is intellectual re c re ­
ation achieved through the contem ­
plation of order.”
“Here they had a shave-tail lieutenant, they figured “a 
real babe-in-the-woods,” recalls Melinson. “You know, 
‘We’ve got him here for two weeks. We don't ever have to 
see him again.’ Then a major called me in and told me, 
‘Lieutenant, you will do justice in this case,’ and he started 
to tell me how guilty my client was—that there were many 
things that my client hadn't been charged with, in essence 
saying, ‘it's all right if he’s found guilty of this one, because 
he has gotten away with so much in the past.’ I really didn’t 
like the tone of this. But remember, I was under the uniform 
code of military justice, a lieutenant sitting in front of a 
major whose nickname was The Whip. So he told me what 
to do and I saluted, clicked the old heels, and got out of 
there.” It so happened that the sergeant was black which 
added another dimension to the case. Remember, this was 
1961. “I discovered that the sergeant was making allegations 
to me about racial prejudice,” says Melinson. “The more 
I looked into it, the more convinced I was that there might 
very well be something to what he was saying. I felt an 
obligation to believe him since I was his defense coun­
sel—even though I knew I wasn’t qualified, and everyone 
else knew that, and that’s why I was chosen. I even rec­
ommended that the case be handled informally and he be 
given an Article 15 (a lesser charge). But they were de­
termined to give him the maximum. They wanted to burn 
him.”
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MELINSON—continued
To make a long story short, Melinson’s “client” was found 
not guilty.
“Like a good soldier, I obeyed orders and did justice,” 
recalls Melinson. “Was The Whip ever disappointed, and 
so was the company commander who was determined to 
get his version of justice.”
M elinson found himself assigned to an infantry brigade 
that spent two weeks training in the White Mountains of 
New Hampshire before the outfit was shipped up to Alaska, 
then to uncharted territory north of the Arctic Circle, osten­
sibly to defend against an invasion across the Bering Straits.
Was this a punishment?
“It certainly didn’t say that on my orders,” chuckled 
Melinson.
After his discharge, Melinson knew that he wanted to 
become an attorney. He returned to Olney High School, 
where he taught and became the school’s disciplinarian, 
and won a full academic scholarship to Temple’s Law 
School at night. When he graduated, he was promoted to 
vice principal at Olney. Times in the late 1960s were turbu­
lent. “The schools were erupting,” Melinson recalls. “There 
were busloads of helmeted police called in. Riots were 
occurring in schools. Olney at that time had gone from being 
one of the top academic schools to a cauldron of unrest. 
That school became the focus of a lot of discontent with 
society.”
Melinson remained at Olney as vice principal until 1968. 
In the meantime, he was building up his law practice and
Judge Melinson was honored by the Alumni Law Society on Sept. 
25 and received a commemorative painting of College Hall from 
Brother President Patrick Ellis (left) and Philadelphia Common 
Pleas Court Judge Jerome A. Zaleski, '59, the president of the group.
picking up some skills along the way that would prove 
invaluable when he reached the bench. “I knew that I had 
advocacy skills,” he says. “But I had the good fortune to 
be associated with judges, lawyers, and other professionals 
such as mediators—some of the best people are in media­
tion—and I learned from them how to be fair. Just being 
around them, you acquire a sense of fairness. And I felt 
that I wanted to utilize that.”
Melinson's most memorable moments—“very interesting 
times”—came as chief negotiator for the School District. 
“The one thing I’ll always remember was that it was a very 
La Salle-oriented  experience. The Philadelphia School sys­
tem is fortunate to have so many talented La Salle grads. 
For example, associate superintendent Bernie Rafferty and 
PASA president Dan McGinley—two of the finest mentors 
anyone could hope to have. Every time I came across some­
body at the table, it was a La Salle graduate. There w'as 
Frank Sullivan and John Ryan. John Murray and the PFT 
(Philadelphia Federation of Teachers) were represented by 
Jim Binns, a classmate. These were people with whom I 
would have a lot in common and ordinarily we would have 
been getting along well. But we were on different sides of 
the table. They were formidable advocates for their po­
sitions—and we were always able to speak reasonably, but 
we couldn’t always agree because our clients had different 
points of view.”
The Superior Court takes cases on appeal from all over 
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and sits regularly in 
Philadelphia, Harrisburg, and Pittsburgh with special 
sessions held periodically in places like Erie and Lewis- 
burg. In Melinson’s first eight months, sitting either as part 
of a three judge panel or en banc (nine judges), he has been 
involved in more than 350 cases and has written opinions 
on approximately 100 other cases.
Melinson and his judicial colleagues held court in Lewis- 
burg for two days recently, then joined citizens, doctors, 
and lawyers from a ten-county area at a special seminar 
with students and faculty members from Bucknell Univer­
sity to discuss the problems of medical malpractice.
It’s a real pleasure to do that sort of thing,” he explained. 
“A judge is able to say some things in an academic setting 
that he wouldn’t ordinarily be able to say from the bench.”
Melinson is active in scores of civic, religious, charitable, 
and fraternal organizations. He is a member of the Board 
of Directors of Counseling or Referral Assistance (CORA), 
a youth service organization that provides assistance to 
more than 20,000 families annually. He and his wife, 
Monica, have three chlidren: Gregg, ’86, a student at Duke 
University Law School; Keith, a cadet at the U.S. Military 
Academy, and Megan, a student at Mount St. Joseph 
Academy.
A n d what does the judge do for relaxation?
“I have a hobby that takes up all my spare time,” he says, 
“attending sporting events and social events in which my 
children are involved—soccer games, football games, moot 
court contests, you name it.”
No matter where he goes, however, there always seems 
to be that La Salle connection. Take a trip a few years back 
to the convention of the Association of Secondary Principals 
in Anaheim. “It was so big that they closed Disneyland 
down and just let the convention people in,” Melinson re­
calls. “My wife and I were there. It was the largest attend­
ance they ever had. Ronald Reagan, the Governor of Cali­
fornia, was there to give the award to the outstanding 
educator of the nation. I opened my program and was very 
pleasantly surprised. Brother Anthony Wallace was the re­
cipient. My senior high school English teacher and one of 
my personal heroes. It was a great La Salle feeling!”
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La Salle Centennial Notebook:
The Celebration Ended in Dallas
By Ralph . Howard, ’60
It was 1963.
• T he S ov iet-C h in ese  f e u d  was beginning to h ea t  
up.
• Ja m es  H.J. Tate d e f e a t e d  Ja m es  T. M cD erm ott  
as m ay or  o f  P h ilade lph ia .
• A m erican s  k i l led  h e lp in g  r e b e ls  in V ietnam  
in c r ea s ed  to 30 w hen  f iv e  h e l ic o p te rs  w ere  
dow n ed .
• P ope  John XXIII d ie d  that June.
• Gov. G eorge  W allace  v o w ed  to d e fy  a court 
o rd er  fo r  the University o f  A la b a m a  to adm it b la ck  
students.
A nd La Salle, then still a co l leg e  and a ll-m ale , 
was ce leb ra t in g  its 100th birthday.
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REMINISCENCES— continued
Senator John F. Kennedy speaks in old College Hall Auditorium after receiving honorary degree on Feb. 11, 1958.
But the mega-event that year was the assassination 
of an American president, the killing of John F. Ken­
nedy on Nov. 22.
Hence, this is the 25th anniversary of both the death 
of JFK—as witnessed by the recent media blitz on the 
assassination—and of the Centennial of La Salle, now 
a vibrant 125-year-old university.
Therein lies a brief, but still poignant footnote to 
the history of a school and a nation: how a joyous 
celebration ended in melancholy with the killing of 
a President.
La Salle’s birthday fete, which had included nearly 
18 months of special lectures, concerts and cere­
monies, was to have ended with a gala Centennial 
Ball on Saturday, Nov. 23.
Several thousand members of the La Salle family 
and scores of prominent guests would waltz out the 
Centennial year in formal attire on the Convention 
Hall dance floor.
The musicians were hired—no less a dance band 
than the Richard Maltby Orchestra—and the Four 
Freshmen, the Fab Four of the Fifties, would be the 
entertainment stars.
It would be a night to remember, a mammoth and 
unique assembly of the entire La Salle family—and 
just about everyone else who cared about the 
centenarian that had begun 10 decades earlier as a 
tiny parish school at Second and Jefferson Streets.
Hundreds of tuxedos had been rented. An equal 
number of billowing gowns and party dresses were 
fitted for those the program book called “The Ladies 
of the Ball.” The flowers alone would have blanketed 
the Hayman Hall basketball court.
But suddenly it was Nov. 22 and the world stopped 
when shots were fired in Dallas.
The sadness at La Salle was especially personal: As 
a young senator, President Kennedy had received an 
honorary degree and addressed an honors convoca­
tion only five years earlier.
Brother Daniel Bernian, F.S.C., at the time La 
Salle’s President, and John L. McCloskey, ’48, then 
vice president for public relations, were key figures 
in the Centennial and in planning its grand finale.
The dancing was scheduled to begin in just 24 
hours.
Brother Bernian, who recently retired from the fac­
ulty, recalls that “no one even considered going 
ahead with the Ball—it was such a definite thing.”
McCloskey, still a member of the La Salle staff, 
remembers “just a 2-or-3-minute meeting that Friday 
afternoon when we decided to cancel everything. I’ve 
never seen such a unified reaction to anything.
“A lot of effort and dollars went into the planning, 
but it would have been horrible to have had the Ball,” 
he added.
T he next day, an advertisement in the daily papers 
proclaimed:
“La Salle College Centennial Weekend cancelled in 
respect to the memory of our beloved late President 
John F. Kennedy.”
Brother Bernian issued a statement conveying “La 
Salle’s special sense of sorrow” and “deep sense of 
loss.”
Classes were cancelled on Monday, Nov. 25, a Na­
tional Day of Mourning when a palpable gloom 
enveloped the entire nation.
La Salle’s Centennial had ended. So had Camelot.
Mr. Howard, who is now editor o f Tem ple Univer­
sity’s w eekly  newspaper, served as director o f La 
S alle ’s News Bureau throughout the 1960s.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
JUNE 30, 1988
THE YEAR IN BRIEF
Fund Balances
June 30, 1988 June 30, 1987 Change
Current funds—unrestricted ........ $ 586,378 $ 326,010 + 260,368
Current funds—restricted ............ 762,639 637,234 + 125,405
Student loan funds .......................... 5,382,995 5,284,084 + 98,911
Endowment and similar funds .... 14,777,742 11,712,267 +  3,065,475
Unexpended plant and retirement
of indebtedness funds ................ 12,063,537 8,244,564 + 3,818,973
Net investment in plant ................ 40,434,516 39,293,410 + 1,141,106
Supplemental retirement and
agency funds ................................ 730,926 713,606 +  17,320
TOTAL ........................................ $74,738,733 $66,211,175 +  8,527,558
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FINANCIAL 1987-88 1986-87
Total current revenues .................................. $40,771,281 $35,627,968
Expenditures and mandatory transfers .... 
Excess of current revenues over current
37,653,555 35,454,948
expenditures and mandatory transfers 
Net current fund transfers and
3,117,726 173,020
other adjustments ........................................ 2,857,358 133,466
EXCESS OF CURRENT REVENUES OVER 
CURRENT EXPENDITURES, TRANSFERS 
AND ADJUSTMENTS ..................................... $ 260,368 $ 39,554
ENROLLMENT
Unduplicated student headcount (fall semester)
Day division .................................................. 3,347 3,228
Evening division .......................................... 2,116 1,957
Graduate programs ...................................... 1,093 987
Total ............................................................. 6,556 6,172
Financial full-time equivalents
Day division .................................................. 3,112 3,017
Credit Hours Offered
Evening & Summer Programs .................. 22,720 22,003
Graduate Programs ...................................... 11,577 11,343
To The President and Trustees of La Salle University
INTRODUCTION
We are pleased to submit the annual Financial Report of 
La Salle University for the fiscal year 1987-88. This report 
includes financial statements prepared by the Office of the 
Vice President for Business Affairs together with the report 
of Arthur Young & Co. The firm of Marucci, Ortals, Annett 
& Company which for the past several years was the inde­
pendent auditor for the University, was combined with the 
firm of Arthur Young on February 1, 1988. This report 
statistically and graphically illustrates some of the more 
important areas of financial activity and the continuing 
development of the University.
The effects of the expanded geographic recruitment ac­
tivities, begun in 1983 as a result of the President’s Direc­
tional Statement for the University, continues to be evident. 
Since that time, freshman applicants from primary markets 
have increased 2% (in the face of 15% decline in high 
school graduates) and applications from secondary markets 
have increased by 82%. Geographic diversity remains a 
primary goal of the University. The trend for on-campus 
housing continues with almost 70% of the most recent 
freshman class residing in University facilities. Full-time 
enrollment in the undergraduate day programs, as 
measured at the opening of the fall semester, was 3,347—an 
increase of 119 students from the previous year of 3,228. 
Measured in financial full-time equivalents (tuition and 
fees assessed divided by full-time tuition) it was 3,112 and 
3,017 respectively. Evening and other undergraduate part- 
time programs realized moderate growth as reflected in an 
increase of credit hours offered last year of 22,003 to 22,720 
in the current fiscal year. Graduate programs produced 
11,343 credit hours during the year which included the new 
Master of Science in Human Services Program.
Applications, acceptances, freshman enrollments, mean 
SAT scores and high school quintile rankings of the 
freshmen enrolled full-time in the University’s Day 
Division for the current and previous year were:
1987-88 1986-87
Applications ................................... 2,792 2,899
Acceptances ................................... 2,053 2,047
Enrolled ........................................... 756 738
Mean SAT scores:
Freshmen enrolled ................... 979 977
National mean .......................... 906 906
Percentage of entering freshmen 
in the top two high school
quintiles ...................................... 7 0 .0% 72.5%
In addition, approximately 192 students transferred into 
the University from other institutions subsequent to their 
freshman year.
The tuition, fees and room and board charges at the Uni­
versity for the current and previous year were:
1987-88 1986-87
Day undergraduate full-time tuition $6,700 $6,150
Evening division, per credit hour ....  139 118
Master of Business Administration,
per hour ................................................  230 212
Other graduate programs ..................... 209 192
Average room and board ..................... 3,640 3,470
Approximately 72 percent of the University’s under­
graduate student body received financial assistance from 
federal, state, University and private sources. The majority 
of students eligible for financial aid receive an “aid pack­
age” consisting of grants, loans and work assistance which 
supplements each family’s contribution to the student’s 
total educational expenses.
The distribution of financial aid to undergraduate stu­
dents during the current and previous fiscal year was:
1987-88 1986-87
Pennsylvania state grants $ 1,413,732 $ 1,461,159
Federal programs ..............  2,132,737 2,150,096
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FIVE YEAR ENROLLMENT TRENDS
continued from page 3
Fiscal 1987-88 marks the concluding year of Phase II of 
La Salle’s Campaign for the 80’s: Decade of Rededication 
and Renewal which publicly began in September 1985 as 
a comprehensive fund raising program designed to generate 
$20 million by the University’s 125th anniversary in 1988. 
Since it began, a principal benefactor pledged the entire 
$11,000,000 for the construction of the new Connelly Li­
brary, and the University received more than $15,000,000 
in other gifts and grants from Alumni, The Christian 
Brothers’ Communities, Faculty/Staff, Friends, Parents, 
Trustees, Private Foundations, Corporations, and State and 
Federal Agencies. When concluded this fund raising effort 
is expected to have raised in excess of $26,000,000.
Gifts and grants to all funds during the fiscal year were 
$7,497,700; made up of $3,927,232 recorded in Unrestricted 
Current Funds, $125,867 in Restricted Current Funds, and 
$3,444,601 in Plant Funds. Included in the fiscal 1987-88 gifts 
and grants was: $3,444,601 from the Connelly Foundation, 
$1,000,000 from the Annenberg School of Communications, 
$204,197 from the PEW Charitable Trusts, $225,000 from the 
William Penn Foundation, and $250,000 from John McShain.
The University relies on gifts and grant sources to assist 
it in providing the resources necessary to deliver its educa­
tional services and is thankful for the continuing support 
from donors.
Two new master level programs were introduced during 
the year—Masters in Human Services Psychology and a 
Masters in Nursing. Net unrestricted current tuition rev­
enues of $27,151,000 were $2,993,371 greater than the 
previous year. The Institutional Assistance Grant from the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was $755,973, an increase 
of $53,000.
In fulfilling priorities established in the budget process 
for 1987-88, additional resources—beyond maintenance of
effort level—were allocated during the year to student ser­
vices, student activities, computer services, placement, ad­
visement, and to student financial aid. Funds were also 
provided to begin the two new graduate programs.
Earnings on unrestricted endowment funds were $493,982 
and the net gain on the sale or exchange of assets was 
$378,979. In addition to the earnings and capital gains, 
$2,436,040 of current unrestricted gifts were retained in 
quasi-unrestricted endowment funds. The end result of all 
activity was an increase of $2,815,591 in the book value of 
Unrestricted Endowment funds which totaled $11,701,875 at 
June 30, 1988.
Restricted endowment funds received gifts of $125,867, 
earnings on investments of $154,391 and net gains on the 
sale of assets of $82,571. $123,444 was expended (applied] 
for the purpose designated by the fund, resulting in a net 
increase in the fund of $265,276 providing a year end book 
balance of $3,042,230.
The book value of endowment and similar funds at June 
30, 1988 was $14,777,742.
The primary auxiliary enterprise operations of residence 
halls, food service and campus store continue to achieve 
self sufficiency and produced a $579,973 excess of revenue 
over expense. However, this was reduced in the cumulative 
outcome of auxiliary enterprises to a surplus of $300,433 by 
the need to subsidize the operations of the College Union 
facility, which does not have revenue sources, and a Music 
Theatre operating deficit.
In March 1988 in celebration of the University’s 125th 
Anniversary the new 100,000 square foot Connelly Library 
was dedicated. At June 30, 1988 construction of the new 
Connelly Library building was essentially complete with 
installation of the moveable equipment and relocation of 
the books in process. Operations will commence in the new 
facility in August 1988.
Also, in March 1988 the University issued revenue bonds 
totaling $15,600,000 through the Pennsylvania Higher Educa­
tional Facilities Authority for the construction of new stu­
dent residence facilities, parking expansion, and the re­
funding of certain outstanding mortgage debt.
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Guaranteed student
loan program .................. 3,964,680 4,379,472
University aid ..................... 3,180,439 2,920,918
Private assistance .............. 1,100,811 890,183
$11,792,399 $11,801,828
OTHER GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
(credit hours)
Construction of the seventy-five townhouses which will 
be completed for the fall semester 1989 began in May 1988. 
Each townhouse will accommodate five students on three 
levels which include two double and one single bedroom, 
common area, kitchen facilities, two baths, and air con­
ditioning. A community building in the self-contained com­
plex will provide common space, mail, laundry and security 
services.
In the spring of 1988 the University also began construc­
tion of a new all-weather track and additional parking fa­
cilities to replace those lost to the construction of the 
townhouse facilities.
At June 30,1988 the value of construction in progress was 
$10,292,413 for the Connelly Library and $314,009 for the 
townhouse project.
In early fall, upon completion of the move from the cur­
rent to new Connelly Library, a major renovation on the 
east campus area will begin which includes: the conversion 
of College Hall for the School of Business Administration, 
centralization of administrative offices in the old library, 
combined and expanded Campus Store and expanded fa­
cilities for the Nursing Department in Wister Hall, modi­
fications to Benilde Hall, the move of duplicating and mail 
services to the East Stands, and creation of a student lounge 
facility in the Union Building in the space vacated by the 
Campus Store. These renovations which will begin in the
fall of 1988 are expected to be completed during the Sum­
mer of 1989.
A comprehensive energy management system which will 
provide not only enhanced economy but also improved effi­
ciency of operation is in the process of being installed and 
partially funded by a grant from the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania.
Again, and especially in this year commemorating the 
125th Anniversary of La Salle University, we acknowledge 
with gratitude the generous support of the University by the 
Brothers of the Christian Schools, faculty, staff, students, 
alumni, parents and friends. In the strength of this un­
broken support rests the assurance for the continuing de­
velopment and growth of our mutual endeavor.
Sincerely,
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FORM #1 BALANCE
June 30, 1988
ASSETS
CURRENT FUNDS:
Unrestricted:
Cash and short-term investments ........................................
Accounts receivable—Note #2 .............................................
Due from employees and others .........................................
Inventories ..................................................................................
Deferred charges—Note #1 ...................................................
Due from other funds .............................................................
Total Unrestricted ................................................................
Restricted:
Cash ..............................................................................................
Accounts receivable ................................................................
Due from other funds .............................................................
Total Restricted .....................................................................
Total Current Funds .......................................................
STUDENT LOAN FUNDS:
Cash ..............................................................................................
Notes receivable .......................................................................
Total Student Loan Funds .................................................
ENDOWMENT & SIMILAR FUNDS—Note #1
Cash ..............................................................................................
Investments (at cost) Note #3 ...............................................
Irrevocable bequests ...............................................................
Objects of art .............................................................................
Cash surrender value life insurance .................................
Total Endowment & Similar Funds ................................
PLANT FUNDS:
Unexpended and Retirement of Indebtedness
Cash ..............................................................................................
Investments (at cost) Note #3 ...............................................
Mortgage receivable ................................................................
Construction in progress Note #6 ........................................
Due from other funds .............................................................
Total ..........................................................................................
Investment in Plant
Building and grounds ..............................................................
Improvements other than buildings ...................................
Apparatus, furniture & library ............................................
Due from other funds .............................................................
Undistributed capitalized interest ......................................
Total invested in plant .......................................................
Total Plant Funds .............................................................
AGENCY FUNDS:
Cash and investments .............................................................
Total Agency Funds .............................................................
1988 1987
$ $
1,310,514 545,368
1,590,971 632,047
107,524 140,956
555,733 498,105
333,727 376,098
570,177 1,780,049
4,468,646 3,972,623
514,833 445,616
217,672 164,767
30,134 26,851
762,639 637,234
5,231,285 4,609,857
342,541
5,040,454
5,382,995
315,358
4,968,726
5,284,084
2,746 37,708
13,208,549 11,691,461
78,990 78,990
1,549,922 1,498,072
49,545 23,653
14,889,752 13,329,884
2,290
24,440,012
10,606,423
350,595
2,440
13,549,942
79,443
4,712,195
35,399,320 18,344,020
37,391,563 36,695,755
2,875,520 2,659,532
13,419,220 12,759,488
21,983,553 9,778,458
359,502 112,177
76,029,358 62,005,410
111,428,678 80,349,430
730,926 713,365
730,926 713,365
See Accompanying Notes Which Are
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and 1987
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
1988 1987
CURRENT FUNDS: $ $
Unrestricted:
Accounts payable ...................................................................... 363,448 549,771
Salaries, interest and other accruals—Note #5 ................. 1,099,253 977,420
Payroll taxes accrued and withheld ..................................  142,186 164,775
Deferred income—Note #1 ...........................................  2,277,381 1,954,647
Fund balance .............................................................................  586,378 326,010
Total Unrestricted ................................................................  4,468,646 3,972,623
Restricted:
Fund Balance ............................................................................  ...........762,639 _____ 637,234
Total Current Funds ............................................................ 5,231,285 4,609,857
STUDENT LOAN FUNDS—Note #4:
Fund Balance—U.S. Government ........................................ 4,621,107 4,554,536
Fund Balance—La Salle University ............................................... 761,888  729,548
Total Student Loan Funds ................................................. 5,382,995 5,284,084
ENDOWMENT & SIMILAR FUNDS:
Due to other funds ..................................................................  112,011 1,617,617
Fund Balances—
Restricted ...............................................................................  3,042,230 2,776,954
Quasi-unrestricted ................................................................  11,701,875 8,886,284
Life Income Funds ...............................................................   33,636  49,029
Total Endowment & Similar Funds ................................  14,889,752 13,329,884
PLANT FUNDS:
Unexpended and Retirement of Indebtedness—Note #8
Accrued interest ....................................................................... 513,334 131,715
Due to other funds ..................................................................  22,822,449 9,967,741
Fund Balances—
Unexpended ...........................................................................  10,889,859 6,948,483
Retirement of indebtedness .............................................  1,173,678 1,296,081
Total .....................................................................................  35,399,320 18,344,020
Investment in Plant
Bonds payable—Note #7 ........................................................  33,739,427 18,493,188
Mortgage obligations—Note #7 ............................................. 1,855,415 4,218,812
Total bonds, mortgages and loans ..................................  35,594,842 22,712,000
Net investment in plant ........................................................  40,434,516 39,293,410
Total Plant Funds .................................................................  111,428,678 80,349,430
AGENCY FUNDS:
Supplemental retirement balances—Note #1 .................  420,918 439,303
Deposits held in custody for others ..................................   310,008  274,062
Total Agency Funds .............................................................  730,926 713,365
An Integral Part Of The Financial Statements
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NOTES TO BALANCE SHEET
NOTE 1—Summary of Significant Accounting 
Policies
General policies
The financial statements of La Salle University (the Uni­
versity) are prepared in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles, as defined by the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants in the industry audit guide 
for colleges and universities. Such financial statements are 
prepared on the accrual basis, except that depreciation is 
not provided. To the extent that current funds are used to 
finance plant assets, the amounts so provided are accounted 
for as current funds expenditures in the case of normal 
replacement of non-major equipment; as mandatory trans­
fers in the case of required provisions for debt amortiza­
tion; or as nonmandatory transfers in other cases. The state­
ment of current funds revenues, expenditures and other 
changes is a statement of financial activities of current 
funds related to the current reporting period. It does not 
purport to present the results of operations or the net in­
come or loss for the period as would a statement of income 
or a statement of revenues and expenses.
Fund accounting
In order to ensure observance of limitations and restric­
tions placed on the use of resources available to the Univer­
sity, the accounts of the University are maintained in ac­
cordance with the principles of “fund accounting.”
The procedure of fund accounting is one by which re­
sources for various purposes are classified for accounting 
and reporting purposes into funds that are in accordance 
with activities or objectives specified. Separate accounts 
are maintained for each fund; however, in the accompany­
ing financial statements, funds that have similar charac­
teristics have been combined into fund groups. According­
ly, all financial transactions have been recorded and re­
ported by fund group.
Within each fund group, fund balances restricted by 
outside sources are so indicated and are distinguished from 
unrestricted funds allocated to specific purposes by action 
of the Board of Trustees. Externally restricted funds may 
only be utilized in accordance with the purposes estab­
lished by the source of such funds and are in contrast with 
unrestricted funds over which the Board of Trustees retains 
full control to use in achieving any of the University’s 
purposes.
Restricted endowment funds are subject to the restric­
tions of gift instruments requiring in perpetuity that the 
principal be invested and the income only be utilized. 
Quasi-endowment funds (funds functioning as endow­
ments) have been established by the Board of Trustees, and 
any portion of unrestricted endowment funds may be ex­
pended at Board discretion. Term endowment funds are 
similar to endowment funds except that upon the passage 
of a stated period of time or the occurrence of a particular 
event, all or part of the principal may be expended.
Investments are recorded at cost of purchase or at market 
value on date of gift. Gains and losses arising from the sale, 
collection, or other disposition of investments and other 
non-cash assets are accounted for in the fund which owned 
such assets. Ordinary income derived from investments, 
receivables, and the like is accounted for in the fund own­
ing such assets, except for quasi-endowment fund earnings 
which are reported as revenues in unrestricted current 
funds.
All unrestricted revenues are accounted for in the un­
restricted current fund. Restricted gifts, grants, appropria­
tions and other restricted resources are accounted for in the
appropriate restricted funds. Restricted current funds are 
reported as revenues and expenditures when expended for 
current operating purposes.
Deferred revenue and charges
Revenues from tuition and student fees of summer pro­
grams which overlap the University’s fiscal year-end are 
reported totally within the fiscal year in which the program 
is predominantly conducted. Such revenues recorded or 
collected prior to June 30 are included in deferred revenue 
on the balance sheet and will be carried over to the next 
fiscal year.
Similarly, salaries, wages and other expenditures appli­
cable to summer programs are deferred to the next fiscal 
year and are recorded on the balance sheet as deferred 
charges.
Investment in plant and equipment
Investment in plant and equipment is stated at historical 
cost. Depreciation on plant and equipment is generally not 
recorded, except for depreciation on transportation equip­
ment which is provided for on a straight-line basis over the 
estimated useful lives. In August, 1987 the Financial Ac­
counting Standards Board released Statement No. 93, “Rec­
ognition of Depreciation by Not-for-Profit Organizations” 
which would require such organizations to recognize the 
cost of using up long-lived tangible assets—deprecia­
tion—in general purpose external financial statements. The 
effective date for application of this statement has been 
extended by the Board to fiscal years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1990. The University has not yet adopted this 
Statement, and the effects of the adoption of depreciation 
have not been determined.
Retirement plans
The University participates in a contributory pension 
plan covering substantially all full-time employees. This is 
a defined contribution plan. For the year ended June 30, 
1988, the University contributed 6.5% and the employee 
contributed 5% of covered earnings to the plan. Such con­
tributions are held by the plan’s trustee (Teachers In­
surance and Annuity Association) for investment in individ­
ual annuities of each employee. The total university con­
tribution for the years ended June 30, 1988 and 1987 was 
$625,108 and $421,156 respectively.
The University also maintains a supplemental defined- 
benefit pension plan covering a closed group of employees 
who had eligible service prior to the implementation of the 
above plan. This plan provides supplemental retirement 
benefits for those employees based on their prior service 
to the University. There was no contribution required to be 
made to this plan during the years ended June 30, 1988 and 
1987.
A summary of plan benefits and plan assets for the sup­
plemental pension plan as of the most recent valuation date 
is as follows:
January 1, 1987
Actuarial present value of vested
accumulated plan benefits ....................................................... $271,634
Actuarial present value of non-vested 
accumulated plan benefits ..........................................................  —
TOTAL $271,634
Net assets available for plan benefits $441,780
The assumed rate of return used in determining the actu­
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arial present value of accumulated plan benefits was 9%. 
As of the most recent valuation date, the net assets avail­
able for plan benefits exceeded the actuarially computed 
value of vested benefits by $170,146.
The University’s policy is to fund pension costs accrued.
Inventories
Inventories are comprised generally of merchandise and 
books held for sale in the Campus Book store and are re­
corded at cost on the first-in first-out basis.
Income taxes
No provision for income taxes is required in the accompa­
nying financial statements because of the University’s tax 
exempt status.
Student financial aid
The University receives financial assistance from the 
State of Pennsylvania and the U.S. Government in the form 
of grants and scholarship aid. Substantially all such as­
sistance is subject to financial and compliance audits. As 
of June 30, 1988, the University believes that there will be 
no material effect on the accompanying financial state­
ments as a result of such audits.
Fund transfers
Transfers of grant funds represent amounts received in 
prior years in the restricted fund that are now available for 
general operating purposes and, accordingly, have been 
transferred to the unrestricted fund.
The University has transferred $351,773 in 1988 from the 
current unrestricted fund to the plant fund for capital ex­
penditures in excess of those reimbursed by outside sources 
during the year.
NOTE 2—Accounts Receivable
A summary of Accounts Receivable is as follows:
June 30,
1988 1987
Students ..................................................... $ 683,479 $597,182
State and federal government .................. 768,129 68,644
Other ........................................................... 406,568 254,356
1,858,176 920,182
Less Allowance for uncollectible accounts (267,205) (288,135)
Net Accounts Receivable ......................... $1,590,971 $632,047
NOTE 3—Marketable securities and similar 
investments
Investments at June 30, 1988 and related activity for the 
year then ended are as follows:
Net Net
Endowment and 
Similar Funds Cost
Market
Value
Unrealized
Gain
(Loss)
Realized
Gain
(Loss)
Net
Investment
Income
Restricted $ 3,025,707 $ 3,240,862 $215,155 $ 82,571 $154,391
Quasi-
Unrestricted 9,943,849 10,331,872 388,023 378,980 493,983
Life Income 238,993 256,897 17,904 (15,393) —
TOTAL $13,208,549 $13,829,631 $621,082 $446,158 $648,374
PLANT FUNDS
Unexpended $18,033,690 $17,909,627 ($124,063) $ - $ 35,235
Retirement of
Indebtedness 6,406,322 6,335,750 (70,572) (3,109) 275,887
TOTAL $24,440,012 $24,245,377 ($194,635) ($3,109) $311,122
Investments at June 30, 1987 and related activity for the 
year then ended are as follows:
Endowment and 
Similar Funds Cost
l
Market
Value
Net
Unrealized Net 
Gain Realized 
(Loss) Gain
Net
Investment
Income
Restricted $ 2,759,462 $ 3,200,139 $ 440,677 $189,577 $129,650
Quasi-
Unrestricted 8,677,612 9,778,222 1,100,610 483,361 472,652
Life Income 254,387 277,812 23,425 20,137 —
TOTAL $11,691,461 $13,256,173 $1,564,712 $693,075 $602,302
Net
Unrealized Net Net
Market Gain Realized Investment
Cost Value (Loss) Gain Income
PLANT FUNDS
Unexpended $ 9,982,103 $ 9,877,122 ($ 104,981) $ - $354,380
Retirement of
Indebtedness 3,567,839 3,591,993 24,154 422 250,893
TOTAL $13,549,942 $13,469,115 ($ 80,827) $ 422 $605,273
Realized gains and losses on the sale or disposition of
investments are determined by specific identification of the
related investment.
NOTE 4—Student Loan Funds
The fund balances of student loan funds are comprised
of the following:
June 30,
1988 1987
Perkins Loan funds (NDSL)
U.S. Government grants ........... $4,621,107 $4,554,536
La Salle University
contributions ........................... 689,650 660,007
Total Perkins loans ........... 5,310,757 5,214,543
Gulf Student loan funds ........... 72,238 69,541
TOTAL $5,382,995 $5,284,084
NOTE 5—Salaries, interest and other accruals
The University offers faculty the option of receiving their 
contract salary over nine or twelve months. At June 30,1988 
and 1987 there were accrued faculty salaries totalling 
$676,548 and $573,750 due to be paid to the faculty during 
July and August 1988 .and 1987 respectively.
At June 30,1988 and 1987 administrative, staff and service 
personnel had accumulated vacation benefits of approx­
imately $417,001 and $400,001.
NOTE 6—Construction in Progress
During the year ended June 30, 1988, construction con­
tinued on the University’s new library. Total construction 
costs are estimated at $11,000,000 of which $10,292,000 had 
been incurred as of June 30, 1988. Substantially all of the 
financing has been provided for by way of a gift from one 
source. At June 30, 1988, the total received on account of 
the gift approximated $9,648,000. The University entered 
into a loan agreement with Provident National Bank to 
finance the completion of the library project until the bal­
ance of the gift is received. The loan is a term loan not to 
exceed $5,500,000 and will be drawn down as expenditures 
are required to complete the project. The loan will mature 
on June 1, 1992. Interest is due monthly and is calculated 
at a rate which is 1.5% below the bank’s prime rate, but 
will not be less than 7.5% nor more than 11.5%.
Contracts have been let for the construction of a student 
housing complex on University property, and other related 
construction projects. Construction costs are estimated at 
$9,333,239 of which approximately $314,000 had been ex-
Continued Page 11
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FORM #2 STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUND REVENUES,
EXPENDITURES AND OTHER CHANGES
for the year ended June 30, 1988
with comparative figures for the year ended June 30, 1987
1987-88
Total
Unrestricted Restricted Total 1986-87
$ $ $ $
CURRENT REVENUES:
Tuition and fees ........................................................ 27,151,195 30,573 27,181,768 24,232,786
Government grants and contracts ........................ 870,998 316,609 1,187,607 1,279,977
Private grants and contracts .................................. — 286,782 286,782 505,143
Private gifts ................................................................. 2,159,654 293,189 2,452,843 1,870,513
Activities related to academic areas ................... 294,597 743,089 1,037,686 341,645
Administrative and other revenues ..................... 1,405,644 — 1,405,644 1,108,428
Total Educational and
General Revenues ............................................. 31,882,088 1,670,242 33,552,330 29,338,492
Sales and services of auxiliary enterprises ..... 7,218,951 — 7,218,951 6,289,476
Total Current Revenues ....................................... 39,101,039 1,670,242 40,771,281 35,627,968
EXPENDITURES AND MANDATORY TRANSFERS:
Educational and General
Instruction ................................................................ 9,313,971 260,242 9,574,213 9,137,335
Academic support .................................................. 2,094,896 610,177 2,705,073 2,457,252
Student services and athletics .......................... 3,015,021 162,372 3,177,393 2,884,874
Public service ......................................................... 44,803 541,992 586,795 740,181
Institutional support ............................................. 5,917,310 16,515 5,933,825 5,427,550
Operation & maintenance of physical plant 2,580,036 29 2,580,065 2,531,128
Insdtutional computing ......................................... 955,941 — 955,941 1,021,473
Scholarships and fellowships ............................. 3,130,753 16,025 3,146,778 2,963,902
Research ................................................................... — 62,890 62,890 —
Educational and General
Before Mandatory Transfers ...................... 27,052,731 1,670,242 28,722,973 27,163,695
Mandatory Transfers:
Principal and interest on
long-term debt ................................................. 1,990,875 — 1,990,875 2,162,673
Total Mandatory Transfers ............................. 1,990,875 — 1,990,875 2,162,673
Total Educational and General
Expenditures .................................................... 29,043,606 1,670,242 30,713,848 29,326,368
Auxiliary Enterprises:
Expenditures ....................................................... 6,918,519 — 6,918,519 6,096,798
Mandatory transfers .......................................... 21,188 — 21,188 31,782
Total auxiliary enterprises .............................. 6,939,707 — 6,939,707 6,128,580
Total Expenditures and
Mandatory Transfers .................................... 35,983,313 1,670,242 37,653,555 35,454,948
EXCESS OF CURRENT REVENUES
OVER CURRENT EXPENDITURES
AND MANDATORY TRANSFERS .............. 3,117,726 — 3,117,726 173,020
OTHER TRANSFERS AND ADDITIONS/(DEDUCTIONS):
Net other transfers and adjustments .............. 225,992 — 225,992 35,821
TRANSFERRED “FROM” OTHER FUNDS:
Endowment funds applied for
designed purposes ............................................. 55,630 — 55,630 63,269
Quasi-unrestricted endowment funds ............. — — — 3,938
TRANSFERRED “TO” OTHER FUNDS:
Land, buildings and equipment ........................ (351,773) — (351,773) (126,494)
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Quasi-endowment funds ...................................
Unexpended plant funds ..................................
Intra fund addition/(deduction) .....................
Net Other Transfers and 
Additions/(Deductions) ..............................
EXCESS OF CURRENT REVENUES OVER 
CURRENT EXPENDITURES, TRANSFERS 
AND OTHER CHANGES ..............................
1987-88
Total
1986-87
$
Unrestricted
$
Restricted
$
Total
$
(2,436,040) — (2,436,040) (110,000)
(350,596) — (350,596) —
(571) — (571) —
(2,857,358) — (2,857,358) (133,466)
260,368 260,368 39,554
See Accompanying Notes Which Are An Integral Part Of The Financial Statements.
Notes to the Balance
pended as of June 30, 1988. Financing for this project and 
for the retirement of certain mortgage obligations, was 
provided for by the issuance of revenue bonds payable over 
a period of 22 years, amounting to $15,600,000 (Note #7).
NOTE 7—Plant Funds—Bond and Mortgage 
Obligations
Final Original
Orig. Maturity Approx. Principal Principal Balance
Date Date Rate Amount 6/30/88 6/30/87
MORTGAGE OBLIGATIONS
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
1972 1997 9¾%(a) 
1972 1997 8¾%(e)
$ 3,000,000 
3,000,000
$ 1,855,415 $ 1,985,563 
2,047,354
Final
Orig. Maturity Approx. 
Date Date Rate
Original
Principal
Amount
Principal
6/30/88
Balance
6/30/87
BENEFICIAL SAVINGS FUND
1979 1994 9¾%(e) 250,000 - 164,466
THE FIRST PENNSYLVANIA BANK
1980 1986 Prime + 1/2% 600,000 - 21,429
Total Mortgage Obligations $ 1,855,415 $ 4,218,812
P.H.E.F.A. BONDS(b)
1984 SERIES l(c) (Note #8) 
1995 6.50 to 9.75% $ 4,485,000 $ 4,025,000 $ 4,145,000
1984 SERIES ll(c)
1991 6.00 to 7.75% 5,900,000 3,700,000 4,480,000
1986 SERIES l(d)
2006 5.75 to 7.75% 11,855,000 10,414,427 9,868,188
1988 SERIES(e)
2010 5.00 to 7.70% 15,600,000 15,600,000 —
TOTAL BONDS PAYABLE $33,739,427 $18,493,188
TOTAL MORTGAGES AND BONDS PAYABLE $35,594,842 $22,712,000
(a) As an assist in the financing of Olney Hall, the United 
States Government through the Department of Education 
has granted the University an “interest subsidy” applicable 
to the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company mort­
gage. The subsidy covers the spread between 3% and 9 ¼ %  
on the annual debt service of 85% of the total eligible cost 
of Olney Hall which is a constant annual grant of $115,025 
for a period of twenty-five years.
(b) Bonds issued by the Pennsylvania Higher Educa­
tional Facilities Authority. The University is obligated to
the Authority under a loan instrument providing for pay­
ments equal to the amount of the debt service on the rev­
enue bonds.
Sheet-continued from page 9
(c) The 1984 Revenue Bonds Series I and Series II re­
quire debt service reserve funds be maintained in the 
amounts of $540,000 and $866,989 respectively. Both of these 
funds were established from a portion of the bond 
proceeds.
(d) The 1986 Series Bonds consist of $2,855,000 of term 
bonds maturing November 1, 2006 and $9,000,000 of de­
ferred interest bonds maturing November 1, 2002 and 2006. 
At June 30, 1988 and 1987 the unamortized deferred interest 
amounted to $1,440,573 and $1,986,812 respectively. The de­
ferred interest is being expensed over a five year period.
(e) The 1988 Series Bonds consist of $5,775,000 of serial 
bonds maturing May 1, 1989 through 1998 and $9,825,000 of 
term bonds maturing May 1, 2001 through 2010. The 
proceeds of this issue were used principally to retire cer­
tain mortgage obligations, for the construction of a student 
housing project and for the construction of parking facili­
ties.
Aggregate maturities of mortgages and bonds payable for 
each of the five fiscal years subsequent to June 30, 1988 are 
as follows:
1989 $ 1,312,552
1990 1,406,311
1991 1,841,399
1992 1,972,943
1993 1,116,085
Thereafter 27,945,552
$35,594,842
NOTE 8—Plant Funds—In-Substance Defeasance
In May 1983, the University sold a $4,830,000 bond issue 
(Revenue Bonds, First Series of 1983) through the tax-ex­
empt lending authority of the Pennsylvania Higher Educa­
tional Facilities Authority (the Authority). In October 1984, 
to refund the 1983 Bonds, the University sold a second bond 
issue (First Series of 1984) through the Authority amounting 
to $4,485,000. The proceeds from this issue together with 
other funds available from the 1983 Bonds were (i) ir­
revocably deposited into an escrow fund in accordance 
with the defeasance provisions contained in the trust inden­
ture for the 1983 Bonds and (ii) were used to purchase direct 
obligations of, or obligations the principal and interest on 
which are unconditionally guaranteed by, the United States 
of America, which together with the interest earned there­
on will be sufficient to make all payments of interest on 
and to redeem all principal of the 1983 Bonds.
For accounting purposes, the issuance of the 1984 Bonds 
to replace the 1983 Bonds constitutes an advance refunding 
and, accordingly, as of October 1, 1984, the 1983 Bonds 
ceased to be a liability of the University for the reason that 
the University satisfied the defeasance provisions of the 
related trust indenture.
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FORM #3 STATEMENT OF CHANGES
for the year ended
Current Funds Funds
Student
Loan
Unrestricted Restricted Funds Restricted
$ $ $ $
REVENUES AND OTHER ADDITIONS:
Current operating revenues ................................... 39,101,039 1,670,242 — —
Earnings on investments .......................................... — — 2,508 154,391
Gifts and grants ......................................................... — — — 125,867
Interest collected ....................................................... — — 106,344 —
Realized gain on investments ................................ — — — 82,571
Reimbursement for loan cancellations ............... — — 46,835 —
Increase in deposits held for others ................... — — — —
Other transfers and adjustments ......................... 225,992 — — —
Increase in cash surrender value of life insurance — — — 25,892
Expended for plant facilities
(included in current funds expenditures) .....
TOTAL REVENUES AND ADDITIONS ............. 39,327,031 1,670,242 155,687 388,721
EXPENDITURES AND OTHER DEDUCTIONS:
Current operating expenditures ............................ 33,971,250 1,670,242
Transferred to individual retirement annuities — — — —
Reduction of high school mortgage balance .... — — — —
Loan principal cancelled/return to U.S. Gov’t . — — 48,447 —
Loan collection and administrative costs ........... — — 8,329 —
Realized loss on investments ................................. — — — —
Interest on indebtedness ......................................... — — — —
Expense of Bond Issue ............................................ — — — —
Disbursements ............................................................ — — — 49,272
Other transfers and adjustments ......................... — — — —
Total expenditures and other deductions ..... 33,971,250 1,670,242 56,776 49,272
TRANSFERS AMONG FUNDS—Additions/(Deductions):
Mandatory:
Principal and interest ...........................................  (2,012,063)
Non-mandatory:
Expended for plant facilities ............................. (351,773) _ _ _
Allocated to unrestricted quasi-endowments • (2,436,040) — — —
Restricted endowment funds applied ............. 55,630 18,543 — (74,173)
Unexpended plant funds .................................... (350,596) — — —
Other Additions/(Deductions):
Excess of restricted receipts over
transfers to revenues ........................................ 106,862
Intra fund additions/(deductions) ........................ (571) — — —
Total transfers, additions and
(deductions) ......................................................... (5,095,413) 125,405 _ (74,173)
Net Increase/(decrease) for the year ..................... 260,368 125,405 98,911 265,276
Fund balance at beginning of the year ................. 326,010 637,234 5,284,084 2,776,954
Fund Balance at end of the year ............................ 586,378 762,639 5,382,995 3,042,230
See Accompanying Notes Which Are An
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IN FUND BALANCES
June 30, 1988
Functioning As Endowments Plant Funds
Unrestricted
Supplemental
Term and Retirement of Investment Retirement Agency
Quasi Life Income Unexpended Indebtedness In Plant Funds Funds
$ $ $ $ $ $ $
— —
35,235 275,887
—
39,958
—
— — 3,444,601 — — — —
378,980 — — — — — —
— — — — _ _ 35,946
— — 110,944 — — — —
374,265
378,980 — 3,590,780 275,887 374,265 39,958 35,946
— — — — 17,237 — —
— — — — — 58,343 —
— — — 46,489 — — —
—
15,393
—
3,109
— — —
— — — 1,225,794 — — —
— — — — 688,957 — —
_ _ _ _ 13,699 _ —
— 15,393 — 1,275,392 719,893 58,343 —
— — — 877,102 1,134,961 — —
_ _ _ _ 351,773 — —
2,436,040 — — — — — —
— — 350,596 — — — —
571
— — — — — —
2,436,611 350,596 877,102 1,486,734 _ _
2,815,591 (15,393) 3,941,376 (122,403) 1,141,106 (18,385) 35,946
8,886,284 49,029 6,948,483 1,296,081 39,293,410 439,303 274,062
11,701,875 33,636 10,889,859 1,173,678 40,434,516 420,918 310,008
Integral Part o f the Financial Statements.
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A MEMBER OF ARTHUR YOUNG INTERNATIONAL
Arthur Young 1800 John F. Kennedy Boulevard Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103-7499
Telephone: (215) 864-3300 
Telex: 845-149
The Board of Trustees 
La Salle University
We have examined the accompanying balance sheets of La Salle Univer­
sity at June 30, 1988 and 1987, and the related statements of 
changes in fund balances and current funds revenues, expenditures 
and other changes for the year ended June 30, 1988. Our examina­
tions were made in accordance with generally accepted auditing 
standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting 
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered neces­
sary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the statements mentioned above present fairly the 
financial position of La Salle University at June 30, 1988 and 1987, 
and the results of its activities and changes in fund balances for 
the year ended June 30, 1988, in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles applied on a consistent basis during the 
periods.
Our examinations have been made primarily for the purpose of 
expressing an opinion on the basic financial statements taken as a 
whole. The accompanying additional information included on forms 4 
and 5 for the year ended June 30, 1988 is presented for purposes of 
additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic finan­
cial statements. Such additional information has been subjected to 
the auditing procedures applied in the examinations on the basic 
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all 
material respects in relation to the basic financial statements
taken as a whole.
August 19,  1988
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AROUND CAMPUS
Brother President Patrick Ellis with honorary degree recipients Cardinal Miroslav Ivan Lubachivsky and Renee C. Fox.
Two International Figures Honored At Fall Convocation
Two internationally known figures of 
“vision, energy and dedication,” Cardi­
nal Miroslav Ivan Lubachivsky, the 
spiritual leader of nine million Ukrai­
nian Catholics worldwide, and Renee 
C. Fox, Ph.D., Annenberg Professor of 
the Social Sciences at the University of 
Pennsylvania, were honored at La Salle 
University’s Fall Honors Convocation 
on October 23rd in the Union Ballroom, 
on campus.
Brother President Patrick Ellis, 
F.S.C., Ph.D., presided over the Con­
vocat i on pr e s e nt i ng  Ca r di n a l  
Lubachivsky with an honorary doctor of
laws degree and Renee Fox with an 
honorary doctor of humane letters. 
Brother Patrick also honored 480 La 
Salle University Dean’s List students at 
the Convocation, including 167 from the 
university’s Evening Division.
Dr. Miroslav Labunka, Ph.D., associ­
ate professor of history at La Salle, 
sponsored Cardinal Lubachivsky and 
Judith Stull, assistant professor of soci­
ology, social work and criminal justice 
at La Salle, sponsored Renee Fox.
Lubachivsky, who was recognized as 
“a teacher, scholar, priest and Arch­
bishop of Philadelphia who always
practiced the Christian virtues of char­
ity, sacrifice and self-denial” was born 
in the Western Ukraine in 1914. At the 
age of 23 he left his country to pursue 
theological studies.
He was ordained a priest in 1938 in 
Austria. Since the Ukrainian Catholic 
Church was liquidated in the Soviet 
Union in 1946, Cardinal Lubachivsky 
has been in exile from his country for 
more than 40 years.
“Modest and God-fearing by nature, 
he is the embodiment of his church— 
downtrodden and persecuted in his 
homeland,” the Cardinal’s citation said
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in part. “Unshakably firm in his faith 
and in his love of God, he is his coun­
try’s living symbol of its resistence to 
evil and its ability to prevail despite all 
odds.”
The Cardinal served in numerous 
places, including Cleveland, Oh., Rich­
mond, Va., and Stamford, Ct. before 
coming to Philadelphia in 1979. At that 
time Pope John Paul II appointed him 
Metropolitan-Archbishop of Philadel­
phia’s 78,000 Ukrainian Catholics.
In 1984 Cardinal Lubachivsky as­
sumed the position of Primate of the 
worldwide Ukrainian Catholic Church. 
After 33 years in the United States he 
now resides in Rome.
Although Russia has outlawed the 
Ukrainian Catholic Church, it continues 
to exist clandestinely in the catacombs 
of the Ukraine. This year marked the 
millennial celebration of the introduc­
tion of Christianity into the Ukraine 
and the event was commemorated both 
in and out of the Ukraine.
Dr. Fox, professor of sociology at the 
University of Pennsylvania in the De­
partments of Sociology, Psychiatry and 
Medicine, was honored for her teaching 
and research contributions ‘‘to the eth­
ics of organ transplants; the social 
meaning of death; the impact of social 
upheaval on Chinese medicine; and on 
the role of religion in Belgium or in 
Africa.”
Dr. Fox has taught at Barnard College 
and Columbia University. As a visiting 
professor she also taught at Har­
vard University, the Universite Of- 
ficielle du Congo, Sir George Williams 
University in Canada, and the Katho- 
lieke Universiteit Leuven and the Uni­
versite de l’Etat a Liege in Belgium.
Dr. Fox has held several positions in 
many professional associations and a 
number of boards such as the Institute 
for Intercultural Studies, the African 
Studies Association and the American 
Association for the Advancement of 
Science.
Her major teaching and research 
interests, the sociology of medicine, 
medical research, and medical educa­
tion, have led her to make first-hand 
studies in Europe and Central Africa 
and the U.S. She is the author of Experi­
ment Perilous and Essays In M edical 
Sociology and co-author of The Emerg­
ing Physician and The Courage to Fail 
She has received a number of honorary 
degrees from institutions in this country 
and abroad.
La Salle Awarded Grant 
For Drug, Alcohol Program
La Salle University has received a 
two-year, $112,340 U.S. Department of 
Education grant to create a compre-
Robert Chapman
hensive drug and alcohol prevention 
and education program, it was an­
nounced by Dr. Raymond P. Heath, the 
university’s vice president for student 
affairs.
The grant to La Salle from the Fund 
for the Improvement of Postsecondary 
Education (FIPSE) is the largest award­
ed to a Philadelphia area institution.
Dr. Heath, who is serving as the 
project director, said that the program 
will be administered by Robert Chap­
man, who has been appointed full-time 
coordinator. The immediate past presi­
dent of the New York State Council on 
Alcoholism, Chapman has 14 years of 
clinical and administrative experience 
in the drug and alcohol field.
It will build and expand upon La 
Salle’s extensive, successful prior ef­
forts in drug and alcohol education and 
prevention targeted at a smaller popu­
lation—the student athletes—in re­
sponse to the NCAA policy initiated 
three years ago to conduct random drug 
testing at championship events.
“As our ultimate goal, we seek a cam­
pus which is drug free and, in effect, 
free of the abuse of any substances,” 
said Heath who emphasized that the 
university has shown “ample evidence” 
in expressing this commitment through 
existing educational and counseling 
programs as well as the creation of the 
highly-successful non-alcoholic night­
club, “Intermissions,” on campus two 
years ago.
The FIPSE grant will enable La Salle 
to provide evaluation, counseling, and 
referral services to individuals from the 
university community seeking such as­
sistance. In addition, educational pro­
grams, training workshops and ac­
tivities related to drug and alcohol is­
sues will be offered to students, faculty, 
and administrators. Support groups 
such as AA, ALAnon, and others will 
also be established.
La Salle University has an enrollment 
of 6,363 men and women attending 
undergraduate and graduate classes, 
most of them studying at the main cam­
pus at 20th St. and Olney Ave., in north­
west Philadelphia. La Salle also has 
1,480 resident students.
Gene McDonnell Retires 
After 30 Years at Helm 
of Baseball Team
Gene McDonnell, ’55, the Explorers’ 
head baseball coach for the past 30 
years, announced his retirement on July 
1. He was replaced by Bob Vivian, who 
served as assistant coach for two years.
“We regret the fact that Gene is retir­
ing after so many years of service to La 
Salle University,” said Bob Mullen, La 
Salle’s athletic director. “I doubt very 
much that his record of a baseball 
coach of over 400 wins or his long 
tenure as a part-time baseball coach 
will ever be surpassed.”
The 55-year old McDonnell, who 
began coaching at La Salle in 1959, re­
tires with a 430-352-8 (.549) record and 
the most wins ever by a La Salle coach 
regardless of the sport. His 30 years of 
service to the university is also the 
longest ever by a coach in any sport. In 
30 years under McDonnell, the Ex­
plorers had 22 winning seasons. During 
the 1987-88 season his team went 24-19 
and finished second in the Metro At­
lantic Athletic Conference with a 9-5 
record.
During the 1985 season the team post­
ed a school record 31 wins and finished 
second in the NCAA East Regional. 
During that record-setting 1985 season 
McDonnell was voted the NCAA East­
ern Coach-of-the-Year and the Dia­
mond Baseball Coach of the Year. A 
1980 inductee into La Salle’s “Coaches 
Hall of Fame,” McDonnell also directed 
the Explorers to an NCAA appearance 
in 1964.
In 1951 McDonnell played shortstop 
and captained the Philadelphia Cath­
olic League Championship team from 
La Salle High School. Continuing his 
career at La Salle College, McDonnell 
set several base stealing records while 
playing every inning of every game for 
four seasons. In 1954 he hit .414 to win 
the Suburban League batting title and 
earned the Philadelphia Daily News 
“Baseball Talent Award.” During an 
Army stint, McDonnell batted .391, 
played in the All-Army Championships 
at Fort Dix (NJ) and was named as the 
first-team All-Army centerfielder in 
1957 continued page 30
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La Salle’s President Receives Barry Award, Signum Fidei Medal
Brother Patrick Ellis
La Salle University’s Brother Presi­
dent Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D., re­
ceived two distinguished awards re­
cently. He was presented with the an­
nual Barry Award of the American 
Catholic Historical Society at a dinner 
dance on Nov. 11 at the Union League, 
in Philadelphia, and became the 47th 
recipient of the Signum Fidei medal, 
presented by the Alumni Association, at 
the annual awards dinner on campus, 
Nov. 18.
Rev. John J. Shellem, president of the 
American Catholic Historical Society, 
made the presentation of the Barry 
Award, named in honor of Commodore 
John Barry, the Irish Catholic immi­
grant who became “Father of the 
American Navy.”
The American Catholic Historical So­
ciety, founded in 1884, collects and 
preserves materials relating to the con­
tributions of Catholics to the building of 
the United States. The Barry Award is 
the Society’s highest honor.
The Signum Fidei medal has been 
awarded annually since 1942 and de­
rives its name from the motto of the 
Brothers of the Christian Schools— 
“Sign of Faith.” It is given to recognize
personal achievement in harmony with 
the established aims of La Salle Univer­
sity and is conferred each year on an 
individual who has made “most 
noteworthy contributions to the ad­
vancement of humanitarian principles 
in keeping with the Christian tra­
dition.”
John J. French, '53, president of the 
Alumni Association, recalled that the 
first recipient of the Signum Fidei 
medal in 1942 was Brother E. Anselm, 
who was president of La Salle College 
at the time. “It is singularly appropriate 
in this, the 125th anniversary year of 
our alma mater to honor Brother 
Patrick,” said French. “He has demon­
strated a profound devotion to Catholic 
education and should be recognized for 
his outstanding leadership of La Salle 
University.”
Previous recipients of the Signum 
Fidei medal, the highest award given by 
the Alumni Association, include R. 
Sargent Shriver, Bishop Fulton J. 
Sheen, Rev. Leon Sullivan, Judge Gen­
evieve Blatt and last year’s recipient, 
Rev. Bruce Ritter.
Terence K. Heaney, Esq., '63, was 
chairman of the selection committee. 
The awards dinner was also highlighted 
by the conferral of membership in the 
Alpha Epsilon Alumni Honor Society 
on selected members of the Class of 
1989 from the university’s Day and Eve­
ning Divisions.
Brother Patrick became La Salle Uni­
versity’s 26th president on January 1, 
1977. After having served as director of 
development and vice president of the 
corporation of the university since 
June, 1969, he succeeded Brother 
Daniel Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Born in Baltimore in 1928, Brother 
Ellis, a member of the Brothers of the 
Christian Schools since 1946, joined the 
La Salle staff in 1960 as an assistant 
professor of English. He has been at the 
university since then except for a term 
as principal of La Salle High School, in 
Miami, Florida from 1962 to 1964.
Brother Ellis returned to La Salle in 
1964 and served as director of the uni­
versity’s Honors Program until 1969 
when he was named director of de­
velopment and vice president of the 
Corporation. Brother Ellis was awarded 
a Lindback Foundation Award for dis­
tinguished teaching in 1965 and current­
ly holds the academic rank of Professor 
of English.
Brother Ellis served at Philadelphia’s 
West Catholic High School for boys 
from 1951 to 1958 and again from 1959 
to 1960 in various capacities including 
chairman of the English Department 
and guidance director.
The author of numerous articles in 
educational publications, Brother Ellis 
also conducted a “How to Read Great 
Books” series for the “University of the 
Air” on Philadelphia’s WFIL-TV in 1961 
and 1965. He is a member of Phi Beta 
Kappa and was president of the Phi 
Beta Kappa Association of Philadelphia 
for two terms.
Brother Ellis, a 1946 graduate of Balti­
more’s Calvert Hall College High 
School, received an A.B. degree in Eng­
lish from the Catholic University of 
America, Washington, D.C., in 1951. He 
earned a master’s degree and doctorate 
in English from the University of Penn­
sylvania.
A member of the Board of Trustees 
of Manhattan College, N.Y., St. Mary’s 
College of California, St. Mary’s Col­
lege, Winona, Minnesota, and St. John’s 
College High School, Washington, D.C., 
Brother Ellis is the son of Mrs. Harry 
J. Ellis who lives in Baltimore.
Brother Ellis is active in many na­
tional and local educational and civic 
organizations. He is past chairman of 
the Board of Directors of the 220 mem­
ber Association of Catholic Colleges 
and Universities and chairman of Phila­
delphia’s Campus Boulevard Corpora­
tion, a cooperative organization of in­
stitutions located adjacent to La Salle 
University on Olney Avenue.
He was the chairman for 1986-87 of 
the Pennsylvania Association of Col­
leges and Universities and is on the 
boards of Greater Philadelphia First 
Corporation, Philadelphia Urban Af­
fairs Partnership, Independence Hall 
Association, the Police Athletic League, 
Fellowship Commission, Professional­
ism Committee of the Pennsylvania Bar 
Association, Catholic Charities of Phila­
delphia, Delaware Valley Citizens’ 
Crime Commission, and Philadelphia 
Police Commissioner’s Civilian Coun­
cil.
Brother Ellis recently completed 
terms on the boards of American Coun­
cil on Education, the Afro-American 
Historical Museum, Community Lead­
ership Seminar, Salvation Army, Arch­
diocesan Council of Managers, and 
World Affairs Council.
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McDonnell holds a master’s degree in 
educational administration from Glass- 
boro State College and teaches in the 
Cherry Hill (NJ) school district.
Gene McDonnell
Local Leaders Honored 
at Awards Dinner
La Salle recognized nine local neigh­
borhood leaders at the 15th Annual 
Community Service Awards Dinner, 
sponsored by the university’s Urban 
Studies and Community Services Cen­
ter, on October 28 in the Union Building 
Ballroom, on campus.
Assistant Attorney General Edward 
S. G. Dennis, Jr., was featured speaker, 
discussing the importance of neighbor­
hood people in fighting the drug 
epidemic. The theme for the year’s din­
ner, “Building Community Health," re­
flected how community life and health 
has been torn by the rampant use and 
sale of drugs.
All proceeds from the Community 
Awards Dinner benefit the Urban 
Center’s neighborhood Adult Literacy 
Program, which reaches over 250 adults 
each year.
This year’s awardees are all civic 
leaders who have made a commitment 
to work for a better community in 
which to live.
The recipients were: Andrea Brown, 
of Germantown; Dennis Brunn, former 
director of La Salle’s Urban Center; 
Charlotte Pembleton-Scott, of Logan; 
the Germantown Branch of the Settle­
ment Music School, Remuriel Riley, of 
Spring Garden; Dolores Shine, of 
Olney; Richard Troxell, also of Ger­
mantown; Mable Windham, of Ogontz; 
and Eversley Vaughan, of Mt. Airy, who 
was given the award posthumously.
Founded in 1968, the Urban Center’s 
overall purpose is to assist in the physi­
cal, social, cultural and economic im­
provement of nearby neighborhoods 
through a wide variety of education, re­
search, and technical assistance pro­
grams. The Center also aims to improve 
interracial understanding and cooper­
ation between La Salle and its neigh­
bors.
Ten Members Named to 
President’s Associates
The new members, who will serve 
three year terms, are:
Inspector Chico M. Cannon, ’76, of 
the Philadelphia Police Department; 
John F. Carabello, D.M.D., ’62, of Hunt­
ingdon Valley; Ira S. Davis, ’58, presi­
dent, Ira S. Davis Storage Company, 
Philadelphia; Leon E. Ellerson, '56, 
president, Keystone Computer Associ­
ates, Inc., Fort Washington, and Eliza­
beth H. Gemmill, Esq., vice president 
and general counsel, Tasty Baking Com­
pany, Philadelphia.
Ten Philadelphia area leaders from 
the worlds of business, law enforce­
ment, and medicine have been ap­
pointed to La Salle University’s Council 
of President’s Associates, it was an­
nounced by Brother President Patrick 
Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D.
They will join a group of 24 other men 
and women who advise La Salle Uni­
versity’s president and other key ad­
ministrators in such areas as curricu­
lum development, fine arts, athletics, 
and student career placement.
Also: James M. Lord, ’66, vice presi­
dent, finance, SmithKline Beckman 
Corporation, Philadelphia; Mary Lynn 
McNally, ’77, vice president and con­
troller, Provident Mutual Life Insur­
ance Company, Philadelphia; Frances 
Phillips, vice president, public rela­
tions, Gray and Rogers, Inc., Philadel­
phia; Kenneth Shaw, Jr., ’64, president 
and chairman, Fred Hill & Son Com­
pany, Philadelphia, and Charles J. Reil­
ly, '62, president, Reilly Foam Corpora­
tion, Conshohocken.
Gold Medalist Joe Verdeur and Other La Salle 
Olympians Honored at October Dinner on Campus
Members of the La Salle University 
family who have participated in Olym­
pic games were honored on the oc­
casion of the 40th anniversary of the 
gold medal victory by Joe Verdeur, ’50, 
at a reception and dinner on campus, 
Oct. 14.
Verdeur, an outstanding swimmer 
who won his gold medal in the 200 
meter butterfly in London in 1948, 
shared the spotlight with eight other 
Olympians. They were:
• Bill Belden, ’70, member of double 
skulls in Montreal in 1976 and single 
skulls on the 1980 Olympic team that 
did not compete in Moscow.
• Diane Bracalente, who3 competed in 
Seoul with the 1988 field hockey 
team, is the assistant director of La 
Salle’s College Union.
• Eric Buhain, a sophomore at La 
Salle, represented the Philippine 
National Swimming Team at the 1988 
Olympics in the 200 meter butterfly 
and 50 meter freestyle.
• Al Cantello, ’55, threw the javelin in 
Rome in 1960 and held the world 
record from 1959 to 1961.
• Ira Davis, ’58, held the American 
record in the triple jump and com­
peted in three Olympics—in Mel­
bourne in 1956, Rome in 1960, and 
Tokyo in 1964.
• Kathy McGahey-Heinzler, ’82, a 
member of La Salle’s 1981 national 
field hockey champions, won a 
bronze medal as a member of the 
1984 field hockey team in Los An­
geles.
• John McIntyre, ’50, was a coxswain 
on the 1948 crew which competed in 
London.
• Diane Moyer, ’80, was the youngest 
player selected for the Olympic field 
hockey team in 1980, and won a 
bronze medal as a member of the 
1984 team in Los Angeles.
La Salle Olympians who were unable 
to attend the dinner included Edwin 
Borja, ’80, a member of the 1976 Philip­
pine swimming team; Michael Brooks, 
’80, captain of the U.S. 1980 basketball 
team; Stan Cwiklinski, ’66, and Hugh 
Foley, ’66, both members of the gold- 
medal-winning eight man shell in 1964.
Verdeur, Davis, Brooks, Cantello, 
McGahey-Heinzler, and Moyer are 
members of La Salle’s Alumni Hall of 
Athletes.
Don Tollefson, sports director of 
Philadelphia’s WPVI-TV, served as 
master of ceremonies.
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'52_________________________
State Representative Edward F. Burns, Jr.,
was appointed to the Board of Directors of 
the Pennsylvania Higher Education As­
sistance Agency (PHEAA).
' 53_________________________________
Robert J. Garrity, Ph.D., has written a 
courtroom drama and has had several poems 
published. He also received a master’s 
degree in English from Purdue University. 
Rev. Edmund J. Maher was ordained a priest 
for service in the Archdiocese of Philadel­
phia.
'5 4_________________________________
Harry J. White, Ph.D., has been named direc­
tor of university relations at Rohm and Haas 
Co.
' 56______________________________
John J. Lombard, of Morgan, Lewis & 
Bockius, was re-elected to a second one-year 
term as director, Probate Division of the 
American Bar Association’s Section of Real 
Property, Probate and Trust Law.
' 58_________________________________
Paul J. Santella is vice president/director of 
medical and scientific affairs-anti-infectives 
at Bristol-Myers International.
' 63_________________________________
Richard E. Lafferty, Esq., opened his own 
law practice in 1980 and has been engaged 
in the general practice of law for the past 
eight years in Hartford, Connecticut. Robert 
W. Sosna, of Gwynedd Valley, Pa., was ap­
pointed senior vice president for retail oper­
ations at Reliance Life Companies.
' 64______________________________
Michael E. Donnelly has been elected senior 
vice president of the National Accounts De­
partment, National Division of New Jersey 
Bank.
Elected New Provincial
Brother Colman Coogan, F.S.C., 
’53, has been elected provincial of 
the Christian Brothers’ Baltimore 
province for a three year term. As 
provincial superior, a post he held 
from 1973-79, he will direct the ef­
forts of nearly 300 Brothers in 
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Wash­
ington, D.C., and New Jersey. As 
a member of the university’s 
Board of Trustees since 1968 and 
an Alumni Phonathon volunteer 
since 1981, he has maintained a 
keen interest in life at his alma 
mater.
A Pittsburgh, Pa. native, Broth­
er Colman entered the Christian 
Brothers in 1949. He received both 
his bachelor’s degree in educa- 
tion-Spanish in 1953 and has mas­
ter’s degree in religion in 1954 
from La Salle University. He has 
earned two additional master’s 
degrees: school administration 
and counseling from Villanova 
University and social work from 
St. Louis University. Until his 
election this summer, Brother 
Colman was director of De La 
Salle in Towne, a Philadelphia 
day treatment center for youth re­
habilitation. Prior assignments in­
clude assistant provincial/direc- 
tor of education, and principal of 
Christian Brothers’ high schools 
in Arlington, Va. and Washington, 
D.C.
' 65______________________________
Joseph Karlesky has been appointed the 
John C. & Katherine S. Kunkel Professor of 
Government at Franklin and Marshall Col­
lege where he has taught since 1970. Brian 
F. Lafferty, Sr., has been promoted to direc­
tor of field training for the Prudential’s East­
ern Home Office in Fort Washington, Pa. 
James F. Savage, Jr., received a Certificate 
of Award from the IRS for his contribution 
to the joint FBI-IRS task force investigation 
into political corruption in Syracuse, N.Y.
' 66______________________________
James Patrick Gillece, Jr., a partner with the 
Baltimore law firm of Piper & Marbury, was 
elected to the 1988-89 American Judicature 
Society Board of Directors. William T. 
Swartz was recently named president of 
Mag Media/Towne Crier Inc. Publishing Co. 
in Montclair, N.J. Bruce Zehnle has been 
elected to the national Board of Directors for 
the Sociedad Honoraria Hispanica.
'67______________________________
Bruno J. Bromke was promoted to associate 
professor of microbiology at Philadelphia 
College of Osteopathic Medicine. Edward J. 
Murray, III, has been named executive di­
rector of the Private Industry Council of the 
Lehigh Valley Inc. Eugene M. Rigaut was 
named manager of the real estate depart­
ment at Midlantic National Bank/South, 
Mount Laurel, N.J. Rigaut has been a vice 
president in the department since 1987. Ed­
ward E. Strang was promoted to senior vice 
president and manager of the Corporate 
Banking Department of Midlantic National 
Bank/South.
' 68_________________________________
Michael Connaughton was named interim 
dean of the College of Fine Arts and Human­
ities at St. Cloud State University. John M. 
Hartke, Ph.D., has been elected director of 
academic training of the Philadelphia School 
of Psychoanalysis. Marine Lt. Col. John P. 
Leonard, III, was assigned military duties 
with the organization of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, in Washington, D.C. Dennis M. 
Monahan has joined the Johnson Companies 
in Newtown, Pa., as its chief financial of­
ficer. Samuel E. Stubbs has been appointed 
principal of North Wildwood (N.J.) Public 
School Summer School and director of stu­
dent activities.
' 69______________________________
Richard Carney, an associate professor of 
computer science at Camden (N.J.) County
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with Bell of Pennsylvania, has accepted a 
three year rotational assignment with Bell 
Communications Research in Piscataway, 
N.J., as a member of the technical staff. 
BIRTH: to Terry Kline Macko and her hus­
band, Ed, '73, their third child, a daughter, 
Sarah Rose.
'75_________________________
Thomas L. Evans was promoted to manager 
of the Reactive Intermediates Project at the 
General Electric Research and Development 
Center, in Schenectady, N.Y. Dr. Kurt 
Zeglen, a specialist in radiology, has joined 
the staff of the Lackawanna Medical Group. 
MARRIAGE: Ronald W. Biemiller to 
Cathleen H. Fenstermacher.
76 ________________________
John Merrick of Morrisville, Pa., has joined 
the Derivative Products Research Group at 
Shearson Lehman Hutton.
BIRTHS: to Kathleen Shaw Mathis and her 
husband, Jack, twin sons, Robert and An­
drew.
77 ________________________
Robert J. Cunningham has been named prin­
cipal of St. Albert The Great Parish School, 
in Huntingdon Valley, Pa. Christopher J.
Kirk, an employee of the Naval Air Develop­
ment Center, in Johnsville, Pa., was selected 
for the Secretary of the Navy Career Fellow­
ship for graduate study in financial manage­
ment at Temple University for the 1988-89 
academic year. Frank Mosca has taken a po­
sition with Galileo Inc., as manager of inter­
national relations in Swindon, England. 
BIRTH: to Joseph L. Rakszawski and his 
wife, Theresa, their first child, a son, Paul 
Joseph.
78 ________________________
Jerry Colapinto has been named registrar at 
Holy Ghost Prep School, in Bensalem, Pa. 
June E. Grutzmacher, M.D., opened a medi­
cal office for the practice of ophthalmology 
in Lambertville, N.J. Frederick J. Hatem, Jr., 
is a partner in the Bel Air, Md. law firm 
Reed, Feinberg, Gilbert and Hatem. James F. 
Hehn has been appointed administrator of 
the Center for Mental Health, an affiliate of 
the Reading (Pa.) Hospital and Medical 
Center. Virginia Krawiec, clinical awards 
administrator for the Professional Education 
Department of the American Cancer Society 
Inc., has moved to Atlanta, Ga., as part of the 
national office relocation. Janice MacAvoy 
received her master of science degree in 
special education from Fordham University. 
She teaches special education for the New 
York City Board of Education.
MARRIAGE: Pamela Dee Tipton to John 
James Gammel.
BIRTHS: to Kate Harper Kelly and her hus­
band, Paul, 78, a son, Thomas B. Harper III; 
to Paula Horrath Finley and her husband, 
John, 79, their fourth daughter, Amanda 
Mary; to Joseph Mihalich and his wife, Mary 
King Mihalich, ’80, twin sons, Matthew John 
and Anthony Joseph.
79 ________________________
William J. Gaughan, M.D., a specialist in 
kidney diseases, recently joined Kent Gen-
La Salle’s 1988-89 Alumni Association officers are (from left): Joseph L. Patti, '50, treasurer; 
Stephen L. McGonigle, 72; executive vice president; Lynn Piatkowski, '82, secretary; John 
J. French, ’53, president, and John Fleming, 70, vice president.
New Haven, Ct. Brother Robert Schieler, 
F.S.C., successfully defended his doctoral 
dissertation (“Educational Administration”) 
at the University of Pennsylvania and has 
returned to the Philippines where he has 
been a missionary since 1975. Thomas W. 
Stone has joined Nutri/System, Inc. in 
Willow Grove, Pa., as director of financial 
planning and analysis.
73 _________________________
Eugene P. Fleisher now serves as the head 
of access services for Falvey Memorial Li­
brary, Villanova University. Charles F. Kap- 
pler has been promoted to labor counsel for 
the Eastern Region Headquarters of the U.S. 
Postal Service. Dennis Lehman, former 
Philadelphia Phillies’ marketing director, 
has been named senior vice president for 
business by the Cleveland Indians. Ed 
Macko is a teacher at Archbishop Ryan High 
School, Philadelphia. James D. Pagliaro was 
made a partner in the Philadelphia law firm 
of Morgan, Lewis, and Bockius. Navy Lt. 
Cmdr. Robert P. Weidman returned from 
participating in exercise ocean venture 88 
while serving with Commander, Second 
Fleet, Norfolk, Va.
BIRTH: to Ed Macko and his wife, Terry 
Kline Macko, 74, their third child, a daugh­
ter, Sarah Rose.
74 _________________________
Terry Macko is currently senior vice presi­
dent at Evans, Conyer, Broussard and 
McCrea. John S. Wargo has been promoted 
to the rank of major in the U.S. Army and 
has accepted an assignment with the U.S. 
Army Recruiting Command, at Fort Sheri­
dan, Ill. Kevin Young, an associate manager
College, recently had his third textbook, A d ­
v a n c e d  S t r u c t u r e d  B A S I C  f o r  t h e  I B M  P C ,  
published by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 
John W. Remshard, Jr., vice president and 
assistant general auditor of Cigna Corpo­
ration in Philadelphia, graduated from the 
Executive Management Program at the Tuck 
School of Business, Dartmouth College, 
Hanover, N.H. Louis T. Volpe was awarded 
a fellowship to the School of Speech and 
Theatre at Northwestern University, in 
Evanston, Ill.
70
Albert Monillas has been appointed super­
intendent of schools of the Maurice River 
School District, in Port Elizabeth, N.J. Den­
nis Turnista self-published a volume of 
poetry titled P i e c e  o f  M i n d .
71
BIRTH: to Frank John Viola and his wife, 
Lisa, their second child, a daughter, Kathryn 
Elizabeth.
72
Schieler
Rev. Leonard P. Hindsley, O.P., is now
pastor and prior at St. Mary’s Church, in
32
eral Hospital’s Medical Staff in Delaware. 
MARRIAGE: Bernadette Coll to Christopher 
Engard.
BIRTH: to John G. Finley and his wife, Paula 
Horrath Finley, '78, a daughter, Amanda 
Mary.
' 80______________________________
William J. Cherry has moved to New York 
and has begun an orthodontic residency at 
the State University of New York at Buffalo. 
Carole A. Subotich is a pediatrician for 
Woodbury Pediatrics, a private practice in 
South Jersey. Gerry Whartenby has retired 
as a detective in the Philadelphia Police De­
partment and now teaches religion at 
Archbishop Ryan High School.
BIRTHS: to Mary King Mihalich and her 
husband, Joseph, '78, twin sons, Matthew 
John and Anthony Joseph; to Timothy Jon 
Clay, D.M.D. and his wife, Rosemary, a 
daughter, Chandler Elizabeth.
’81     
Kim Adams has been chosen as the new 
anchorwoman for “3 TODAY,” KYW-TV's 
6:30 A.M. newscast, in Philadelphia. Since 
1986 she has been an anchor and reporter at 
WTEN-TV in Albany, New York. David R. 
Boesler, D.O., is completing a one-year rotat­
ing internship at Memorial Hospital in York, 
Pa. as a member of the 1988/89 physician 
intern class. Steven Craig Boyer was named 
director of financial development by the 
American Lung Association in Pennsyl­
vania's Chester and Delaware Counties. 
Rabbi Neal S. Scheindlin is now serving at 
Temple Beth Sholom of Pascack Valley, in 
Park Ridge, New Jersey.
MARRIAGE: Kathleen Marie Sandman to 
Peter Anderson.
BIRTH: to Albert Guerrini, and his wife, 
Rosanne Pongione Guerrini, ’82, a son, Al­
bert Michael.
’82_________________________
John W. Feshuk, D.D.S., has opened a dental 
practice in the Olney section of Philadel­
phia. Michael L. Girone received a five year 
service award from Hewlett Packard Co., in 
Valley Forge, Pa., where he serves as a dis­
trict application engineering manager. 
Martin A. Healey of Ambler, Pa., was 
promoted to senior loan officer of Fidelity 
Bank. Joanne Swift Hummel, M.D., is cur­
rently a third year resident in obstetrics and 
gynecology at the Medical College of Dela­
ware. Francie Fallon Schuster and her hus­
band, Bill, climbed Mount Whitney in Cali­
fornia. James A. Uslin, D.O., has joined 
Michael G. Eyer, D.O., in the practice of 
family medicine at the McSherrystown Fam­
ily Practice Center, in McSherrystown, Pa. 
BIRTH: to Rosanne Pongione Guerrini and
James J. McDonald, '58 (right), La Salle’s director of alumni for the past 27 years, received 
the John J. Finley Memorial Award from John J. French, ’53, president of the Alumni 
Association at the annual awards dinner on November 18. McDonald was honored for his 
outstanding service to the university and to the Alumni Association.
her husband, Albert, '81, a son, Albert 
Michael.
' 83______________________________
Lawrence E. Burns has been promoted to 
banking officer in the Secured Lending 
Division of Meridian Bank in Philadelphia. 
Anthony E. DiMarco, D.O., started a resi­
dency in family practice at Metropolitan 
Hospital, Springfield (Pa.) Division. Edie 
Tamburro Lewis is employed by Geraghty 
and Miller, Inc., in Washington, Pa. Maureen 
McDonnell is working as an analyst for West 
Chester University. Barbara McGugan of 
Mount Laurel, N.J., is a systems engineer at 
Automatic Data Processing (ADP). Christine 
M. Nappi is a nurse working at Children’s 
Hospital of Philadelphia. Thomas J. Ward, 
Jr., bas accepted an appointment as assistant 
professor in educational psychology at Penn 
State University for the Fall of 1989. 
MARRIAGE: Gregory Joseph McGuinness to 
Barbara Jean Hasson.
BIRTH: to Coleen Kelly Long and her hus­
band, Jeffrey, a son, Jeffrey James, Jr.
’84_________________________
Nicholas Benice received a doctor of dental
medicine degree from the University of 
Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey. Dr. 
John A. Berdini began three years of training 
in the family practice residency program at 
Hunterdon Medical Center in Flemington, 
N.J. Lana M. Grzybicki received a degree of 
doctor of podiatric medicine from the Penn­
sylvania College of Podiatric Medicine. Ken­
neth Lee Zeitzer received a doctor of medi­
cine degree from Jefferson Medical College, 
Thomas Jefferson University.
MARRIAGE: Dr. Nancy Lentine to Dr. Gene 
V. Carsia, II.
' 85______________________________
Teresa Andris, artistic director at the 
Bowman School of Dance in New Jersey, re­
cently received her masters degree in Dance 
Education at Temple University. Kara A. 
Fier was recently promoted to manager of 
promotions/marketing for Smalls Formal 
Wear, Inc., a 51 store chain in five states. 
MARRIAGE: Kara A. Fier to Stephen P. 
VanValin; Maureen McGonigal to Frederick 
Mischler, ’84; William Wray Walters to Pa­
tricia Ann Morrissey.
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Adams
Barbara F. Killian was promoted to a U.S. 
Army first lieutenant and is presently work­
ing for the Raleigh (N.C.) Recruiting Bat­
talion. Margaret M. Regan has won a Rotary 
International Fellowship for graduate stud­
ies in Communication and English at Carlton 
University, in Ottawa. Private First Class 
Dmytryk Turczeniuk has completed basic 
training at Fort McClellan, Ala. 
MARRIAGE: Susanna Averill to Robert
' 86_______________________________
'50_________________________
Robert J. Ehlinger has written MATT,  a bi­
ography of builder and former United States 
Ambassador to Ireland Matthew H. 
McCloskey. Ehlinger is a marketing con­
sultant and writer in King of Prussia, Pa.
' 57________________________________
Thomas P. Duffy has been elected the man­
aging partner at Bowman & Company, 
Certified Public Accountants and Registered 
Municipal Accountants in New Jersey.
Michael Bauer; Eric Paul Bristow to Eileen 
Gale; Amy Margaret Malloy to Gregory G. 
Bado.
' 88_________________________________
Nancy Armes, R.N., has been appointed 
nurse manager of the fourth floor at 
Suburban General Hospital in Norristown, 
Pa. Kathleen A. Springer of Lawrenceville, 
N.J. has joined Louis Costanza and As­
sociates.
vice-president of the Purchasing Manage­
ment Association of Philadelphia. Monteiro 
serves as manager, government liaison and 
materials projects, at GE Aerospace, RCA 
Government Communications Systems 
Division, in Camden, N.J. Michael J. Pas- 
quarello has been appointed co-chairman of 
the small commercial division of the North 
Penn (Pa.) United Way’s annual fund drive. 
Albert J. Solecki has been promoted to vice 
president, information systems and general 
services at Philadelphia Electric Company.
Conry
Inc., in Washington, D.C., as a program man­
ager, responsible for the software and hard­
ware systems supporting WESTON’s EPA’s 
Technical Assistance Teams and for the de­
velopment of new information and decision 
system tools for environmental management. 
John W. Remshard, vice president of CIGNA 
Corp., recently graduated from the Tuck Ex­
ecutive Program of the Amos Tuck School of 
Business at Dartmouth College, Hanover, 
N.H.
' 7 0_________________________________
James E. Kelly has been named executive 
vice president and chief financial officer of 
Continental Bank in Philadelphia, Pa. 
Zigmund F. Strzelecki, M.D., has been ap­
pointed to the Grand View Hospital medical 
staff, in Quakertown, Pa.
'71
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
' 59_________________________________
Albert J. Miralles has been awarded a Para­
legal Certificate by Pennsylvania State Uni­
versity. Daniel J. Colombi, M.D., has been 
elected secretary of the New Jersey Section 
of the American College of Obstetricians 
and Gynecologists for a three-year term be­
ginning September 1988.
' 60_________________________
John J. King marked the 26th anniversary of 
his company, Stafkings Inc. in New York, a 
personnel services company.
' 61_________________________
Stanley T. Praiss, D.D.S., was invited to par­
ticipate in the National Institutes of Health 
83rd Consensus Development Conference on 
Dental Implants. Gerald D. Wixted received 
his juris doctor degree from the Rutgers 
School of Law, in Camden, N.J., and was 
recognized with the Most Promising Civil 
Litigator Award from the Center of Forensic 
Economic Studies.
’64
'65_________________________
Larry V. Thren has been named vice presi­
dent of human resources at Pottstown Me­
morial Medical Center.
' 68______________________________
Robert E. Kelton is owner of Kelton Sales & 
Marketing and lives in Newport Beach, 
Calif.
BIRTH: to Robert Klenn and his wife, Joan, 
a daughter, Michelle Shevon.
’69
Thomas Conry has joined Roy F. Weston,
John J. Gallagher, national training manager 
for Avis, in Garden City, N.Y., was inducted 
into membership of the National Society of 
Sales Training Executives. John J. Gariano 
has been promoted to plant manager in 
Fridley, Minn. William J. Russo has been 
named director of marketing, AMP NET- 
CON distribution, Valley Forge, Pa., division 
headquarters. Harry B. Sauers has been 
named first vice president and chief credit 
officer of First Executive Bank, a new bank­
ing company established in Center City 
Philadelphia. Vincent M. Torno has been 
promoted to assistant vice president of the 
Financial Services Department of BCM East­
ern Inc., Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
Mathews
Robert T. Hansen has been named to the 
Board of Trustees of Manor Junior College, 
in Philadelphia. Walter M. Mathews has 
been appointed university dean for 
academic affairs for Long Island University. 
Anthony J. Monteiro was elected second
Four prominent members of the Alumni Association were inducted as honorary members 
of the Alpha Epsilon Honor Society at the annual awards dinner on November 18. They 
are (from left): John J. Fallon, '67, former president of the Alumni Association; John A. Duffy, 
Ph.D., '59, associate professor of economics at La Salle; Brother Arthur J. Bangs, F.S.C., Ph.D., 
'53, associate professor of education at the university, and John J. Seydow, Ph.D., '65, 
professor of English at La Salle.
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’72
Geoffrey T. Anders, J.D., C.P.A., was in­
stalled as the president of the Society of 
Medical-Dental Consultants. Anders is 
president and chief executive officer of the 
Health Care Group, Inc., in Plymouth Meet­
ing, Pa. John Laughlin, Jr., a resident of 
Beesley Point, N.J., works as decorating 
supervisor at Lenox China, in Pamona, N.J. 
Donald Norkus, president of Norkus Food- 
town, is serving as president of Western 
Monmouth Chamber of Commerce near 
Freehold, N.J. Leo M. Stenson has been 
named vice president and auditor of Bryn 
Mawr (Pa.) Trust Company. Bernard A. 
O’Neill, C.P.A., opened his accounting office 
in Newtown Square, Pa.
73_________________________
Marie Steinitz received her master’s degree 
in theology from La Salle University this 
year.
75 _________________________
Kevin F. Brennan has been appointed vice 
president of Philadelphia’s Germantown 
Hospital and Medical Center. John P. Kain 
accepted a position as college representative 
with John Wiley and Sons, Inc. Publishers. 
Martin G. Kalos, C.P.A., has completed the 
Certified Financial Planner Professional 
Education Program and has been granted the 
right to practice as a certified financial plan­
ner.
BIRTH: to John P. Kain and his wife, Debra, 
their first child, a daughter, Elise Anna.
76 ________________________
Andrew B. Woldow, M.D., F.A.C.C., has
been named to Fellowship in the American 
College of Cardiology.
77
Hartley
Kenneth Hartley has been promoted to di­
rector of manufacturing industry consulting 
at Coopers & Lybrand, in New York. Edward 
W. Graham was appointed manager of Regu­
latory Affairs of the Philadelphia Gas Works. 
BIRTH: to Robert P. DiRenzo and his wife, 
Valerie, their second son, Michael Robert.
78________________________ _
Iula Brown has been appointed bursar for
Lawrence M. O'Rourke (right), Washington Bureau chief and columnist for the St. L o u i s  
P o s t  D i s p a t c h ,  discussed the 1988 presidential campaign at the 25th anniversary kickoff 
luncheon of the Alumni Association’s Downtown Philadelphia Club at the Union League 
on Sept. 28. Here he chats with Thomas J. Hickey, '48, who was the featured speaker at 
the first Downtown Club luncheon in 1963.
Manor (Pa.) Junior College. Karen D. Goll- 
ings has been promoted to director of 
finance and personnel at Mahoning Valley 
Supply Co., in Youngstown, Ohio. Robert G. 
Krouchick, C.P.A., was promoted to second 
vice president at the Fidelity Mutual Life 
Insurance Company, in Radnor, Pa. John F. 
Millon, C.P.A., recently received a master of 
science in taxation degree from Widener 
University. He started his own CPA practice 
in Drexel Hill, Pa., and serves as an adjunct 
professor of accounting at the Philadelphia 
College of Textiles and Science. Michael T. 
Soby of Havertown, Pa., joined Roy F. West­
on, Inc. (WESTON), as a Project Manager, 
responsible for the management of infor­
mation systems development and oper­
ations. Charles M. Schmid was appointed 
vice president of the Bridge Company, a 
Philadelphia Advertising Agency. William 
A. Smith has been promoted to assistant vice 
president of Mellon Bank’s Real Estate 
Division in Philadelphia, Pa.
BIRTH: to Cathy Guarino Barr and her hus­
band, Joseph Barr, '78, a son, John Francis; 
to Paul J. Kelly, III, and his wife, Kate 
Harper Kelly, 78, a son, Thomas B. Harper, 
III.
' 80______________________________
Stephen C. De Angelo became con- 
troller/CFO of Lease Programs, Inc., in 
Wayne, Pa. John A. Dougherty of Langhorne, 
Pa., has been promoted to manager in the 
Management Consulting Services Depart­
ment at Price Waterhouse. Francis W. 
Mellon of Philadelphia, Pa., was promoted 
to title officer at Commonwealth Land Title 
Insurance Co.
BIRTH: to Antoinette Ricci, and her husband
Francis, a son, Francis Armand Ricci, Jr.
'81_____________________________
Richard Dellacquilla is the new director of 
research at WCAU-TV 10, in Philadelphia. 
Joseph Sadowski has been promoted to 
quality control inspector for the South­
eastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority’s 
(SEPTA) District Operations Department, in 
Philadelphia. Mark Zimmerman recently re­
ceived the Associate in Claims (AIC) desig­
nation, a program the Insurance Institute of 
America provides for Insurance pro­
fessionals in the claims field.
' 82_____________________________
J. Patrick O’Grady has been promoted to 
manager at the national accounting and busi­
ness consulting firm of Laventhol & Horwath 
in Philadelphia, Pa.
MARRIAGE: Frank C. Macartney to Mari­
anne C. Brown.
’83
Hannon
Kevin G. Finlay of Norristown, Pa., received 
a MBA degree from Drexel University and 
is now a marketing representative for the 
Computer Task Group (CTG) Corporation. 
James F. Hannon has been named assistant 
vice president for commercial lending and 
business development at the Bank and Trust 
Company of Old York Road, Pa. Patricia 
Pendergast-Finlay also received a MBA 
degree from Drexel University. Thomas M. 
Ullmer is an investor accounting officer with 
Atlantic Financial Savings and Loan in Phila­
delphia, Pa.
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Anders
MARRIAGE: Gregory Joseph McGuinness to
Barbara J. Hasson.
BIRTH: to Thomas M. Lyons and his wife, 
Joanne Milnamow Lyons, their first child, a 
girl, Megan Patricia.
'84________________________
MARRIAGES: John Hinke, Jr., to Teresa 
Muccifori; Frederick Mischler to Maureen 
McGonigal, ’85; Mary C. Magennis to Dana 
T. Graf.
' 85________________________________
Theresa Mulvey has been appointed com­
pany comptroller at Joseph W. Cooke & As­
sociates in New Jersey.
MARRIAGE: Maureen Hopkins to Henry J. 
Ryan.
' 86_____________________________ ___
Thomas W. Cooper, has successfully passed 
his C.P.A. examinations. Kevin F. Funchion 
of Wyndmoore, Pa., was promoted to invest­
ment officer of Fidelity Bank. Marie T. Roe 
of Dickson, Pa., was promoted to commercial 
loan officer I at the Community Banking 
Division of Northeastern Bank. 
MARRIAGE: Jean Marie Calvarese to John 
V. Snyder, Jr.
' 88________________________________
Neil Brown has Joined Automated Data Pro­
cessing (ADP) in Fort Washington, Pa., as a 
client representative for national accounts. 
Hugh J. Campbell has been commissioned an 
Army second lieutenant upon completion of 
the ROTC advanced camp, at Fort Bragg, 
N.C. Jeffrey Montgomery is employed as an 
accountant in the auditing department of 
Conrail of Philadelphia. Darren White was 
named a national award winner in finance 
by the United States Achievement Academy.
BACHELOR OF 
SCIENCE IN NURSING
'84________________________
Myra Darwish received her master’s degree 
in nursing from the University of Alabama 
in Huntsville. She serves as the geriatric pro­
gram coordinator at Huntsville Hospital.
Clarification
Robert Tierney, ’52, was the 
first cadet colonel and distin­
guished military cadet of La 
Salle’s U.S. Army Reserve Of­
ficers Training Corps [ROTC] de­
tachment. Mr. Tierney retired 
five years ago from RCA where he 
had been operation control man­
ager for recording systems and 
digital communications.
'85_________________________
Elaine B. Kemp joined the staff at War­
minster (Pa.) General Hospital as clinical in­
structor in the Education Department.
' 88______________________________
Mary M. Burns has joined the staff of North 
Penn Hospital, in Lansdale, Pa., in the ca­
pacity of nurse manager of the Intensive 
Care Unit.
M.B.A.
' 80_________________________
Dennis M. Durkin has joined Inter-Media 
Marketing, of West Chester, Pa., as vice 
president of sales and marketing.
'81_________________________
John W. Remshard, vice president of CIGNA 
Corp., recently graduated from the Tuck Ex­
ecutive Program of the Amos Tuck School of 
Business at Dartmouth College, Hanover,
N. H.
' 83________________________
Anthony Rimikis has been appointed senior 
project manager of DKM Properties Cor­
poration, of Lawrenceville, N.J. Phillip A. 
Schwarz, C.P.A., was promoted to manager 
of the accounting and auditing department of 
Asher & Company, Ltd. a Philadelphia, Pa., 
based firm.
'85_________________________
Edward J. Wargo of Plymouth Meeting, Pa., 
was appointed executive vice president of 
Berkshire Health Plan and vice president of 
alternative delivery for Berkshire Health 
System.
'86_________________________
Sandra Brown is working for the South­
eastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority 
(SEPTA) in its new transportation manage­
ment training program. Michael Dickinson is 
manager of auditing for Cornell University.
' 88_____________________________
Dante Caruso, Jr., was appointed executive 
vice president and chief operating officer of 
Delaware County Memorial Hospital in 
Drexel Hill, Pa.
GRADUATE RELIGION
' 54________________________________
Robert J. Garrity has written a courtroom 
drama, has had several poems published 
and has received his third masters degree in 
English Literature from Purdue University.
'74________________________
Albert Monillas has been appointed super­
intendent of schools of the Maurice River 
School District, in Port Elizabeth. N.J.
GRADUATE
EDUCATION
'74_________________________
Fr. Patrick J. Brady has been appointed 
pastor of St. Joan of Arc Parish, in the 
Camden (N.J.) Diocese.
NECROLOGY
Ed Domineske
Associate Professor of Business Law
’32
Anselmo Spano
’36
Edward J. Botto 
John J. Brennan
’41
Paul C. Prettyman
’52
Edward J. Verdeur
’54
Francis A. DiMondi, Sr.
’55
William F. Boyle 
Joseph J. Sullivan
’59
Michael Edmund McAleer
’64
John E. Ferretti 
’66
Chester J. Ray, Jr.
’69
Joseph John McGlade
'70
John D. Dunn
77
Henry Perlman
’85
Walter P. Kanigowski 
’88
Timothy S. Cannon
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It’s not too 
early to think 
about Reunion ’89 on 
Saturday, May 20th. 
Some of your 
classmates are 
at work planning it.
La Salle Annual Fund is pleased to recognize those who have accepted 
appointments as Reunion Gift chairs:
50th Reunion
G. H aro ld  M etz , Ph.D. ’39
45th Reunion
John J. R o o n ey , Ph.D. ’44
40th Reunion
W illiam F.X. C offey , M.D. ’49 
35th Reunion
Francis R. O ’Hara, Esq. ’54 
30th Reunion
L a w ren c e  E. M cA lee , Esq. ’59
25th Reunion
K en n eth  Shaw, Jr. ’64
20th Reunion
R u dolph  H. Cartier, Jr., Esq. ’69
15th Reunion
D ennis R. R ubisch  ’74
10th Reunion
A n d rew  E. Buczynsky ’79
5th Reunion
John H. Bates ’84
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